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ABSTRÀCT

Borrowing the methodology of stuart Harr, this thesis
examines John Gower's attempts in the confessio Amantis to
help produce hegemony for the ruling group in the midst of a

legitirnation crisis" This investigation includes a discussion

of the audience which cor¡/er courts in his efforts to generate

consent, an audience which specifically íncludes occupants of
the middle strata of society, large portions of which had

participated in uprisings in the 1380,s" Gower,s renowned

formulation of rrcomun profittt in the Prologue is explored as

a political strategy that reshapes the interests of readers

through its relation to the audience,s nationalist fantasies

and anxieties about peasant usurpation"

In his amorous taIes, Gower continues his hegiemonic

project through the cultural- narratives that these tales

reinscribe, specifically narratives related to aristocratic
ideology, âs formul-ated by Michael McKeon" After defining
rraristocratic ideologyrtt this study investigates the status of
this powerful collection of fictions during the historical
moment when Gower wrote the Confessio, and, drawing on

McKeon's v/ork, explains the ways in which this ideology works

itself out in late fourteenth-century Middle English romance.

This thesis explores the specific ways in which the cultural
narratives endorsed by Gor¡¡er's stories deviate from those

typical of the romance tradition" These deviations are

11



discussed as part of Gower's larger attempt to help reproduce

social relations in the face of social unrest.
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TNTRODUCTION

These revisions lto the Vox Clamantis and the

Confessio Amantisl are the product of ningled

motives: there actions of the man to twenty years

of political turmoil, Lhe uncomprornising world view

of the moralist, and the esthetic sense of the

poet" Hor,vever, when al-I is said, our judgment upon

the structural- coherence of the three major works

rnust be that the three works were intended to
present a systematic discourse upon the nature of
man and society" For this they do" In spite of
their length and invoJ-ution, they provide as

organized and unified a view as v/e have of the

social- ideals of England upon the eve of the

Renaissance.

--John Fisher, John Gower: Mora1 Philosopher and

Friend of Chaucer , 1-36.

Medievalists have been surprisingly willing to discuss

the politics behind John Gower's poetry, a willingness perhaps

induced by Gower's explicit discussion of the Peasants' Revolt

in the Vox Clamantis and by his overt criticisms of the three

estates in the Prologue of the Confessio Amantis. The shape

that these investigations of Gower's politics usually take,
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however, echoes John Fisher's assessment of Gower. Scholars

endorse cov/er's self-proclaimed t.itle as a voice crying in the

wilderness, a man r*¡ith exceptional insight who sees the ills
of society and who can prescribe the appropriate remedies.

Gower is praised as an uncompromising moralist v¿ho understands

the nature of man and society and who can advise his feIlow
EngJ-i-shmen how to flee from vice and turn towards virtue for
the benefit of individual men and England as a whoIe.1

These representations of Gower as a politically
disinterested philosopher camouflage the specificity of the

poet's political agenda. Despite his posture in the Confessio

Amantis as a moralist dedicated to the greater good, Gower

promotes the interests of certain groups at the expense of
others. Gower is l-ess concerned with redeeming men's soul-s

than with salvaging the pov/er of England's ruling group during

its crisis of authority in the last two decades of the

fourteenth century" The goal of this investigation of the

Confessio Amantis is to uncover Gower's specific political

agenda, foregirounding where his allegiances lie and which

cultural narratives he tells as a resul-t" This thesis uses the

famous Marxj-st formulations of hegemony and consentr âs

articul-ated by Antonio Gramsci and Stuart Hall-, to investigate

the Confessio Amantis' participation in the process of

hegemony in the midst. of the legitimation crisis in late
fourteenth-century England. Gower's participation in the

production of hegemony and consent is interrogated in terms of
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the cultural narratives which the poet endorses, namely the

narrative of aristocratic ideology (as articurated by Michael

McKeon), a powerful fiction used to legitimate the unequal

distribution of wealth and power in feudal England.

As the Peasants, Revolt of 1381 and events which preceded

it indicate, late-fourteenth-century Engrand was immersed in
what Antonio Gramsci calls a r¡crisis of authority.r¡ According

to Gramsci, a crisis of authority entails a gap betv¡een the

dominant group and the ideology v¡hich is supposed to hold that
group in place. During a crisis, stresses and contradictions
at the political level are foregrounded so that the

credibiJ-ity of the ideological narratives which reproduce

social relations are strained. Because the ideology which

should reproduce social rel-ations is no longer compelling to
socj-al- subordinates, the dominant group must rule at that
moment through force and lega1 compulsion rather than through

hegemony.2

Gramscj- explains that a dominant group will attempt to
emerge from a legitimation crisis by producing hegemony, a

process which involves rvinning consent through ideological
means from a significant portion of the non-ruling groups. In
The Hard Road to Renewal: Thatcherism and the Crisis of the

Left, Ha1l provides the most renowned use of Gramscirs concept

of hegemony. Hal1's book examines the process of hegemony

under Thatcherism in Britain during the 1970s and 1980s. In

his chapter entitled rrGramsci and Us, ,' HaII explains how
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Thatcherism came into existence in contestation with the

welfare state of post-war Britain, with the project of
restructuring society. Thatcherism aimed for a reversal of the
social arliances that underpinned the post-vrar formation,
which had been in prace since L94s through the 1960s, and. the
varues that had made socialism popul-ar" As Halr explains, the
production of consenL involves a continual restructurj-ng and

reorganization of the economic, social, and cul_tural- order:

hegemony must be constructed, contested, and v/on on many

dj-fferent sites because of the complexity of social- struggles
and the numerous points of social antagonisms. The Thatcher

regime in Britain interpolated different subjects, identities,
proj ects, and aspirations and constructed trunityr, frorn

difference by seeming to represent some of the interests of
everyone: this project involved a type of recruitment, where

Thatcherism addressed a variety of social_ antagonisms,

aligning them within a conmon project" Thatcherism did so, in
part, by addressing the fears, anxietj_es, and lost identities
of Britain as a whole. It played upon British subjects,

col-lective fantasies about themsel-ves as a nati-on. poriticat

al-liances were thereby formed among groups who might seem to
have very different interests. Ordinary people r^rere ri¿on over

because the right wing in Britain constructed a politics which

spoke to people's experience, which inserted itself into what

Gramsci call-s the necessarily fragmentâLy, contradictory
nature of common sense" Conservatism in Britain inserted
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itserf into the r^¡ays in which ordinary peopre thought about

their lives and thei-r needs and, by doing so, managed to al_ter

the ways in which subjects thought about themselves and their
relations with others.3

since l-iterature is certainly one of the numerous sites
of contestation for hegemony, it is possibre to read John

Gower's confessio Amantis as one of the many participants in
the battle for hegemony in late fourteenth-century Engrand. rn

the Vox Cl-amantis and in the Confessi_o Amantis, Gower

demonstrates a keen av/areness that a J-egitimation crisis is
unfol-ding in England at the time, and in response, he attempts

to produce consent for the continuation of social- rerations.
AJ-though it is irnpossible to say with any degree of certainty
who actually read the confessio in the 1390s, Gower provides

several indications regarding the audience whom he is
addressing" rt is therefore possibre to infer an audience

consi-sting of aristocrats and members of the clergy, but more

importantly, one also consisting of those who occupy the

middl-e rungs on the socio-economic radder" rt is from these

social- groups, but particularly from those in the middle

socio-economic positions, that Gower atternpts to ericit
support for the ruling group.

As revisionist historians have argued in recent years,

large portions of the middl-e ranks of society in urban areas

had participated in the uprisings of i-381 and had otherwise

demonstrated discontent with the socj-al- order in England in
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the l-ast two decades of the fourteenth century. Gower appears

to be especially interested in this group, seeking to win

support for the status guo" Gower atternpts to herp reshape the
interests of his read.ers so that they envision themserves

unit.ed in a project for ¡rcomun profit.¡r By positing a

formul-ation like '¡common prof it, ¡¡ Gower claims that his
readers--despite their being from different g'roups with a

plethora of socj-a1 antagonisms among them--actualry share the

same politicar interests. rn making this claim, Gower attempts

to inscribe a vast range of different positions and interests
into a hegemonic configuration. Readers are encouraged to see

the proffered agenda as representing their best interests and

are thereby encouraged not only to adopt this agenda as their
o\,rn, but to unite in a strategic sociar arriance. Gower is
invorved in a type of recruitrnentr âs he addresses different
groups in society in an atternpt to unite them, despite

competing political interests, within a cornmon project.
The poet attempts to alter the ways in which his readers

think about themselves and their relations with others by

addressing them through culturar narratives which v/ere

commonplace and authoritative at the tirne. one key cultural
narrative which Gower employs in the process of producing

hegemony is a fiction that Michael McKeon calls rraristocratic

ideology"rr The first chapter of this thesis examines McKeonrs

formulation of aristocratic ideoJ-ogy, a narrative which craims

that descendants of noble lineages are lj-kely to be superior
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men and which thereby helped legítimate the unegual

distribution of weal-th and poe/er in feudal_ Engrand" However,

the fiction of aristocratic ideology is structurarly
impossibre to live out, for the r'¡ays in which a patrilineal
system of inheritance works in practice are inevj_tabry in
tensj-on with a myth of genetic superiority. Because it is
impossible for any patrilinear syst,em to rive out the direct
descent of inherent nobility that aristocratic ideology
cerebrates, there was a large repertoire of attendant fictions
designed to cover the gap between this culturar narrative and

the replication of the status hierarchy that the narrative
legitinated. McKeon's work investigates how this colrection of
attendant fictions typically manifests itsetf in late medieval

romance, with the goal of explaining contradictions in a

comperling way so that arisLocratic ideorogy--and urtimately,
the reprication of the status hierarchy--remains naturalized.

After explaining McKeonrs paradigm, the first chapter

investigates how aristocratic ideology and the contradictions
which continually threatened this narrative r,rere played out in
Engrand at the particurar moment when Gower wrote the

confessio Amantis. This historicar investigation begins with
Gramsci's famous formulation of a ¡tlegitimation cri-sis, r¡ a

concept which aptry describes events at the end of the
fourteenth century in England. Aristocratic ideology was bound

up with the larger legitimation crisis, for there are several

historical- indications that this culturat narrative was in
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crisis at the time" This crisis resul-ted from a dramatic
foregrounding of the structural contradictions in the
replication of the status hierarchy, contradictions which

aristocratic ideorogy's repertoire of attendant. fictions
usually camoufraged much more effectivery" rn response to the
widening gap between aristocratic ideology and the structural-
arrangement which the narrative helped reproduce, the ruling
group made numerous attempts at various sites to reinscribe
aristocratic ideology as part of a larger attempt to regain

hegemony"

The second chapter of this thesis uses Hal_l_rs model to
investigate Gor¡er's participation in these attempts to
reinscribe aristocratic ideology and, by extension, his
participation in attempts to help the ruling group regain

hegremony" The second chapter begins with a profj-le of Gov¡errs

anticipated audience so that the connections among this
audience, social uprisings, and. Gower's agenda become crearer.

A discussion of the politics of the prologue fol-l-ows, focusing

on Gower's notion of ¡rcomun profit" as a strategic means of
recruiting different subjects with competing interests in an

effort to construct a cohesive group identity, thereby

producing consent for the dominant group" The examination of
the Prologue is foll-owed by an exploration of the Confessiors

amorous tal-es, tales in which Gower continues his attempts to
generate hegemony but in more insidious ways, particularly
through the use of aristocratic ideology. The Confessio
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responds to the crisis that aristocratic ideology was

undergoing at the time--and, by eNtension, to the larger
legítination crisis--not rvith a direct reinscription of the
culturar narrative, but with much more subtle revisions of the

accompanying social fictions designed to mask the
inconsj-stencies within the structural arrangement that
arj-stocratic ideology seeks to justify. The second chapter

investigates the specific r¡rays ín which Gower deviates from

the scenarios of Middle English romance with which McKeon is
primarily concerned. The study concludes by explaining how

these deviations relate to the J-arger production of hegemony

and to Gower's specific political agenda.
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CHAPTER ONE: MCKEON AND ARISTOCRÄ,TTC TDEOLOGY

I. ARTSTOCRÀTIC IDEOLOGY: DEFINTTTONS

In The Origins of the Encflish Novel, l_600-1740, Michael

McKeon examines the relationships between socio-economic

forces and certain literary genres at specific historical
moments in Engtand" In the chapter entitled ¡¡The

Destablization of Social- Categori€srt, McKeon focuses on the

r^/ays in which one particular f iction--which he cal-l-s

rraristocratic i-deologyrr--functioned as a cultural narrative
that helped reproduce social relations in feudal England" He

exarnines how this narrative worked itself out in the literary
qenre of romance. McKeon provides the following expJ-anation of
r¡aristocratic ideol-ogy¡¡ :

The traditi-onal terms of social distinction in
early modern England--[degree, r¡ rtestate, rr rrorder, rl

rrrankr¡--are variousÌy based on an idea of status

derived from the personal possession, or

nonpossession, of honor" And honor is a quality

that points, through the crucial- rnediation of

repute, both outward and inward. On the one hand,

it is a function of ancestry and lineage; less

obligatory, but likely to confirm the prirnary facts
of ancestry, are other external circumstances like
wealth and poJ-itical power. On the other hand,
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honor is an essential- and inward property of its
possessor, that which the conditional_ or extrinsic
signifiers of honor cease to signify. In this
respect, honor is equivalent to an internal element

of rrvirtue. r¡ The notion of honor as a unity of
outward circumstance and inward essence is the most

fundamental justification for the hierarchical
stratification of society by status, and it is so

fundamental as to be largely tacit. What it asserts

is that the social order is not circumstantial and

arbitrary, but corresponds to and expresses an

analog'ous, intrinsic moral order" This assumption

lies at the heart of what in the following pages I
will be calling rraristocratic ideologyt' (131).

As McKeon explains, according to rraristocratic ideology, rf

honor is an inheríted virtue; this inheritance, according to
the logic of such "authoritiesrf as Aristotle, claims that
descendants of noble lineages are likery to be superior men,

for virtue is inherent in noble blood. The appearance of
privileged members of English society in the late Middle Ages,

McKeon continues, seemed to substantiate this claim that honor

was trul-y intrinsic, an inherited trait. in both the biological
and geneal-ogical senses of the term, for the priviteged tended

to be physically rrsuperi-orr¡--i. e. , tall-er, heavier, better
developed--than occupants of lower socio-economic ranks" The

cl-aim that nobiJ-ity was intrinsic was substantiated by more
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materiar markers as well-, incruding clothing, for those r¿ith

higher incomes could array themselves in costry, irnpressive

garments" These visuar signifiers of superiority were

reinforced by sumptuary legislation, beginni-ng in the rnid-

1300s under Edward III, which sought to protect the

correlation betr*een inr,sard nobility and outward splendor by

regulating the types of garments and fabrics that subjects

could v/ear in accordance with socio-economic positions" In

effect, such legislation sought to make clear by outward

signification the inward degree of honor possessed. by an

individual-. A more formal means to the same end was the

heraldj-c system of recording genealogies through the blazoning

of arms, a medieval- practice which gained new momentum in the

fifteenth century. Such outward markers of nobility were read

as reflections of inward nobility and thereby legitirnated the

unequal access to weal-th and power (McKeon , I3Z) "

McKeon's consideration of arist.ocratic ideology

presupposes a background in cul-tura1 materialist studies;

therefore, it is necessary to develop further the rnethodology

implicit in his position to make his argument clearer. fn late
fourteenth-century England, aristocratic ideology v/as a

cultural- myth which helped legitimate structural inegualities
within feudalism. It legitinated inequalities in the way in
which Al-thusser explains that the superstructure--1ara/s,

institutions, culture, beliefs, values, customs--interacts

with the economic base, rationalizing it and protecting its
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relations" Various ideorogical state apparatuses (rsÄs)

continually produce certain cultural dj-scourses--such as

humanism, nationalism, chauvinism--v¡ith the resul-t that social
rel-ations are reproduced in specific r,¡ays.1 A= an irrustration
of how this principre works, it is herpfur to recalr Richard

Harpern's study of Renaissance cul-tural- production, entitred
The Poetics of Prirnitive Accumulation. In the chapter
ItBreeding CapitaI, t¡ Halpern explains how Tudor humanist

education produced/reproduced discourses of capacity and hard

work (i.e., Hê who has the greatest abil_ity and who works the

hardest is the most successfur) " These two discourses helped

create an ideologicar climate in sixteenth-century Engtand in
which the social rel-ations necessary for capitalist production

courd exist, for these discourses legitinated the possession

both of wealth and of the tools of production by a smal_I

ruling group, while condoning the poverty of others" (After
all, those who were intertigent and who worked hard succeeded.,

whil-e those who failed r¡/ere stupid and lazy. ) Ultimately,
these social fictions helped justify the unequal access to
wearth and power, while preserving the itrusion of democracy

and eguality"5

Like Halpern's discourses of capacity and hard. v/ork,

aristocratic ideology was a social- fiction which val-idated

fundamental- structural inequalities in an economic

arrangement" Cultural narratives developed to justify these

inequities and to reproduce the social rel-ations which
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sustained the feudal economy" The social fiction that McKeon

call-s ¡raristocratic ideology¡¡ herped faciritate these

rerations by naturalizing socio-economic positions. According

to this fiction, a person with pov¡er deserved it by virtue of
being born into it: conversely, a peasant was sirnply meant to
be a peasant" Birthplace decreed oners lot in 1ife. This

hierarchy was a fundamental fact of Iife, ordained by God and

nature alike" As such, the social order could neither be

questioned nor altered. The visible manifestations of

nobility--including costly fabrics, impressive garments, a

heal-thy body, blazons, etc.--were outward markers of a

person's inner essence and assigned lot in l_ife. Because

outward appearance v/as the third term in the eguation,

production and consumption were also figured into the order of
things: whil-e some v/ere naturally meant to produce conmodities

(e.9., costly fabrics and impressive garments), others were

naturalJ-y meant to consume thern. Tn short, the fiction of

aristocratic ideology heJ-ped preserve and reproduce the status

hierarchy and the social rel-ations that reproduced that
hierarchy.

However, âs McKeon explains, the narrative of

aristocratic ideol-ogy is structurally iinpossible to l-ive out;

the ways in which a patrilineal system of inheritance works in
practice are inevitably in tension with a narrative about

genetic superiority. McKeon explains this incongruity as

foll-ows:
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any status hierarchy that is based on a principle
of direct genealogical descent must confront the
facts of demography, which militate against the

belief in the purity of the blood line that is
irnplicit in aristocratic ideology" A patrilineal
system of inheritance Iike that traditional t.o

Engli-sh cul-ture cannot generate a mal-e 1ine that
will be continuous and self-sufficient over time,

for demographical constraints ensure that in a

stationary populatJ-on, forty percent of all
families will f ail- to produce a mal-e heir"
Attrition i-n the direct male line is therefore a

complication that aristocratic ideology is obliged

to accommodate, and i-t does so by several means of
¡tpatriline repair'r: more distant male relatives may

be assimilated to the l-ine as tlsurrogate heirs,¡¡

and the husbands of female members of the line may

even be absorbed into it, a process facilitated by

a change of name" Related institutional and legal
fictions might be used to resolve inconsistencies

in the status hierarchy, the causes of which are

not strictly demographic but which tend to occur

from tirne to tirne even in the most stable

societies--like the rise of the extraordinary to
great wealth or political power. Thus the royat
grant or sale of fictitious genealogies and titles
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of nobility to ignoble families reasserted the

integrity of honor by reuniting status with v¿ealth

and power with respect to questions of truth,

" the transmutation of lineage is accomplished

most effortlessly in the absence of written
documentation" Nevertheless, social fictions like
these played a vital role in stabilizing medieval_

scribal culture as wel-l-, where their tacit efficacy
depended also on a judicious resistance to overuse

(132-133) "

Although methods of patriline repair uphold the Iarger
structure of inheritance, they simultaneously foreground the

contradictions within such a system. The reliance on

daughters'husbands, for example, undermines the myth of
inherent nobitity because crossing into different lineages

disrupts the illusion that nobility flows through the genes in
some direct, natural way. This particular method of
resuscitating male l-ines also foregrounds other important.

contradictions buil-t into a patril-ineal system of inheritance,

namely those revolving around status inconsistency" There is
always status inconsistency in a patrilineal system of
inheritance, for members of the same farnily have different
access to wealth and power (McKeont 1,47). These disparities
become particularly obvious over the course of a few

generations, for downward mobility is the continual fat.e of
certain branches of a famity, and in this respect, downward
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(McKeon, 141).

persistent phenomenon

T7

in feudal England

status inconsj-stency is not onry evident across different
branches of the family tree, it is also evident within the

lifetime of an individual " As Frances and Joseph Gies explain
in their chapter entitled rrAristocratj-c Lineages: perils of
Primogeniturerr in Marriage and the Famirv in the Middle Aqes,

in patril-inear inheritance systems, it is not uncolnmon for a

daughter, especially a second or third daughter, to be wed to
a ¡rnobody'r to economize on her dowry, thereby preservÍng the

estate for the mal-e heir" Years l_ater, through the death of
siblings, the daughter might suddenly become an heiress,
converting her nobody of a husband into a very wearthy baron

(195). This type of status inconsistency during an

individual-'s lifetime obviousry challenges the claim that one

sirnply is--or is not--born noble. These are just a few

examples of the inherent structural- contradictions built into
a patrilineal system of inheritance, and these contradictions
are crearly at odds with a narrative like aristocratic
ideology which works to Iegitimate larger structural
ineguities "

In his discussion of medieval- romance, McKeon is less

interested in the primary narrative of aristocratic ideology

than in the large repertoire of attendant fictions which

supported this narrative by masking structural- inconsistencies

like the ones just mentioned. McKeon examines the subtle ways
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in which a seemingly innocuous arsenal of amusing' tales
explained these flaws and, by doing so, helped to negotiate
the gap between aristocratic ideotogy and the structural
arrangement which it val-idated" McKeon draws on the work of
several medievalists--including F" L" Ganshof, David Herlihy,
R" Howard Bl-och, Georges Duby, Herbert Moller, and Lione1

Rothkrug--who have demonstrated that it is possible to see the

social purpose of the courtly fictions of medieval romance as

the inediation and explanatj-on of recurrent instances of status

inconsistency within the system of patrilineal- inheritance.ó

Twelfth-century romance explores the substance of status

categorJ-es at a time when status inconsistencies hrere present,

although not unwieldy. Romance anatomizes rraristocratic honor¡¡

into its constituent parts--without admitting that these

el-ements are separabl-e--and ultinately reconfirms the al-liance

of these terms as 'rnaturaltt (142-i-43) " Arthurian romance,

McKeon continues, often transforms the degrading search for
material- livelihood into noble quests" Over the course of a

quest, a character typicatty performs a series of noble feats,

thereby proving that he possesses internal merit and earning

rj-ches and a J-ofty position as a resul-t. The demonstration of

internal merit legitinates the final- acguisition of status and

wealth because it proves that the character is worthy of the

position which he ultirnately acguires" In many works, the

demonstration of honor is coupled with the final disclosure of

aristocratic birth so that a character's display of knightÌy
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prov¡ess only reconfj-rms that he possesses what he inheríted at
birth. Freq-uentry, hor.{ever, there is no disclosure of noble

lineage so that over the course of the narrative the character
successfully climbs the socio-economic l-adder" This social
mobirity, however conmon in the taIes, is presented as a rare
case of a character who possesses outstanding quafities and

internal worth and who therefore naturally belongs in the rank

which he ultimately acquires (141-143).

Courtly love also plays a key role in rnediating status
inconsistency in medíeval- romance, especialry in fourteenth-
century romance. Love service, McKeon explains, reflects a

pervasive sense of status disparities, a desire to overcome

those disparities, and even a means to achieve that end. The

means for achievj-ng this end are located in the power of 1ove,

which permits passage both upward and downward so that
problems of inconsistency may be understood as various kinds

of transformations" After an initial transformation downward,

love typically ennobles a character, causing him to perform

magnanimous acts, usually consisting of such feats as simply

proving himself unswerving in l-ove" Such constancy or

comparable l-ove service proves that a character possesses

tf true nobilitytt or the rtcor gentiJ-. ¡¡ Having thus proven

internal worth, the character usually marries the beloved, who

occupies a substantially higher rank and the accompanying

fortune and title (143-l-44) " This paradigm recurs in late
medieval- popular English romance, which does not fl-ee from
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love themes, but which concentrates on their most soci_arly

significant feature--marriage" Love legitinates the
acquisition of position, certifying that the absence of nobre

rank need not mean the absence of aristocratic honor, for when

a character demonstrat.es his possession of the r¡cor gentilr¡?

this proof aÌlevj-ates the incongruity involved in his entry
into the aristocracy of birth, because l-ove has ennobled hÍm"

fnternal and external nobility are thereby united through

marriage as a reward for loyal services (146-L47) " McKeonrs

formulation of the ways in which the medieval romance

tradition mediates status inconsistencies will be exarnined

further in the later discussi-ons of Gower. In short, McKeon

argues that medieval romances produced/reproduced various

cultural fictions (fictions which changed to accommodat.e the

needs of the status hierarchy at different moments) that
helped mediate status inconsistencies in the patrilineal-
systems of inheritance throughout the Middle Ages.

In the early modern period, McKeon explains, the concept

of aristocratic honor rdas gradually discredited. This

discrediting did not follow a l-inear trajectory: some of the

fictj-ons which aligned the relations between rank and virtue
and between birth and worth became outmoded, while others $/ere

transmuted into servants of other ideotogies (133). There came

a point at which social institutions systemicalJ-y attested not

to the a1i-gnment, but to the incongruity between internals and

external-s and among virtue, status, wealth, and power" McKeon
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points to phenomena such as the Hera1ds, Visitations (c. L52g-

1686), sumptuary legislation (which began in 1337 and ended in
the early seventeenth century), and scandalum magnatum (a

legaÌ recourse by which peers of the realm vindicated their
honor against slander by their inferiors) as actions which

reinforced social distinctions between the nobility and lower

socio-economic groups" But, McKeon adds, the fact that. such

mechanisms increased in the l-ate sixteenth and the seventeenth

centuries, and peaked under Charles II, suggests that they

reflect a defensive a$/areness that the social hierarchy !,/as

increasingly under attack. It is irnportant, McKeon continues,

to understand the force by which authority is asserted as a
telling sign of its weakness (150-l-51-). By the end of the

seventeenth century, the relations amonq the terms internal,
external, virtue, worth, nobility, and so forth lsere

configured in very different rüays than they had been three

centuries earl-ier (l-55) "

TÏ" THE LEGITIMATION CRISIS IN LATE FOURTEENTH-CENTURY ENGI,AND

McKeon spends very littte time investigating the status

of aristocratic ideology (and the collection of fictions that
buttress this largTer narrative) in the l-ast two decades of the

fourteenth century in England. However, it is possible to use

McKeon's paradigms to investigate the status of these

ideological tales in the specific historical context which

produced the Confessio. Late fourteenth-century England r,,/as
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immersed in what Antonio Gramsci terms a 0rcrisis of
authority"¡¡ Gramsci's formutation appears in his prison

Notebooks, where he describes a t¡crisis of authorityt! as

follows:

If the ruling class had lost its consensus, i.e.,
is no J-onger ¡¡leadingrr but only 'f dominantr',

exercising coercive force alone, this means

precisely that the great masses have become

detached from their traditional ideologies, and no

longer believe what they used to believe

previously, etc. The crisis consists precisely in
the fact that the ol-d is dying and the ner¡/ cannot

be born; in this interreg:num a great variety of

morbid symptoms appear fthis is the] rrproblem

of the youngier generationr¡--a problem caused by the

"crisis of authorityil of the old generations in
power, and by the mechanical irnpediment that has

been imposed on those r+ho could exercise heqemony,

which prevents them from carrying out their

míssion" The problem j-s the following: can a rift
between popular masses and ruJ-ing ideologies as

serious as that which emerged after the war be

rrcuredrr by the simpte exercise of force, preventing

the ne$r ideologies from irnposing themselves? will

the interregnum, the crisis whose historically

normal- solution is bl-ocked in this WâY,
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necessarily be resolved in favour of a restoration
of the old? Given the character of the ideologies,
that can be ruled out--yet not in an absolute

sense. Meanr+hile physical depression lviIl lead in
the long run to a wide-spread scepticism, and a new

rrarrangementt! will be found--in which, for exarnple,

catholicisrn will even more become simply Jesuitism,

etc. (275-276) "

In The Hard Road to Renewal, Stuart Hal-l glosses

Gramsci's formulation of a ¡tcrisis of authorityt! j-n the

fol-l-owing way:

Gramsci r,üarns us in the Notebooks that a crisis
is not an immediate event but a process: it can

Iast for a long time, and can be very differently
resolved: by restoration, by reconstruction or by

passive transformism Gramsci warns us

that organic crises of this order erupt not only in
the political domain and the traditional areas of

industrial and economic life, and not simply in the

class struggÌe, in the ol-d sense ; but in a wide

series of polernì-cs and debates about fundamental

sexual, moral and íntel-l-ectual- guestions, in a

crisis in the rel-ations of political representation

and the parti-es--on a whole range of issues which

do not necessariJ-y, in the fírst instance, appear

to be articulated with politics in the narrohr sense
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at all- " That is what Gramsci cal-ls the crisis of
authority, which is nothing but 'rthe crisis of
hegemony or g:eneral crisis of the stater¡ (167-168) 

"

Gramsci's ¡'crisis of authority'¡ entail-s a gap between the
dominant group and the ideology which is supposed to hord. that
grroup in place" This crisis is related to crises in the

economic structure and in the ideologicar superstructure, with
the superstructure and economic structure mutually acting upon

each other simultaneousry. During the crises, stresses and

contradictions at the poì-itical- level- are foregrounded. These

stresses strain the credibility of the ideological narratives
which reproduce social relations. Because ideological
narratives which reproduce these relations are no longer

naturarized for memJrers of subordinate socio-economic groups,

the dominant group must rule at that moment through force and

Iega1 compulsion rather than through hegemony (or consent) "

The plethora of social uprisings during the last three

decades of the fourteenth century testify that a legitimation
crj-sis was unfolding in England. rn crass conftict and the

crisis of Feudarism, Rodney Hilton continualry ernphasizes the

importance of remembering that the widespread peasants, Revo1t

of 1381 did not erupt in an otherwise tranguil society: the

social hannony idealized in the writings and sermons of
eccl-esiastical, pofiticar and sociar theorists never actuarly
existed (153). As the revolt of 1381 indicated, Hitton
continues, there !{as a great deal of discontent in late
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medieval England that !'¿as no longer simply expressed

grievances against local oppression, but a fundamental

disil-lusionment. with the way that society was organized" This

discontent resurted from crises in the socio-economic

structure by the close of the fourteenth century: feudal-

sociar and economic relations s/ere stagnant, and. structural
arrangements could no longer funct.ion effectively.T

This discontent was not restricted to peasants, either,
for the ruling group was repeatedly challenged from numerous

sectors of society. Medievalists have traditionally assumed

that peasants r¡¡ere the almost exclusive participants in the

Peasants' Revolt, as the name of the uprising indicates" More

recently, hovrever, historians have begun to exanine the roles
of various other soci-o-economic groups in this insurrection
and in uprisings which inmediately preceded the June t-381

rebellion. The annual conference organízed by Past and present

in l-981, for example, revolved around uncovering: the

demographics of those who participated in urban uprisings in
and around 1381, because, as Rodney Hilton announces in the

introduction to the papers published from that conference in
a volume called The Enqlish Rising of 1381, urban rebels of
this period in England have been al-most entirely overl-ooked by

historians (1). This volume demonstrates that the rebels

emerge from a wide variety of socio-economic positions, with
the statistical characteristics of the insurgents varying

according to Iocale, as the precise forms of oppression varied
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according to time and place.

The contributors to this vorume (including R" B" Dobson,

A" F. Butcher, and Alan Harding) emphasize that the urban

socio-economic groups commonry referred to by medievalists as

rrthe niddling sortsrr participated heaviry in the so-call-ed

Peasants'Revort of 1381 and in numerous other overt acts of
defiance against authorj-ty in the decade preceding the

widescale rebel-Iion" For example, R. B. Dobson examines unrest

in York, Beverrey, and scarborough in 13Bo-i-381 and emphasizes

the diverse groups which participated in these insurrections.
In Beverley, the rioters of l_381 consisted of drapers,

mercers, tailors, butchers, and probably representatives of
al-1 the craft guilds united in opposition against the

mercantil-e el ite of that area. rn York in 1-3I o , mercers ,

drapers, and craftsmen \¡/ere imprisoned for seriously defying

authority" In Scarborough, bailiffs assaulted and. robbed

burgesses more than once before the huge insurgence, whil_e in
the rising of June 1381, ât least two of the three main

instigators of the rebellion were individuals of considerable

substance. some men of considerabre wealth and standing l-ent

their support to the populist opposition at the time, while

numerous rniddle-rank merchants !'¡ere detectable among the

Scarborough, York, and. Beverley rebels.s Sirnilarly, A" F.

Butcher argues that tradesmen and craftsmen in the middling

ranks committed various aggressive acts against the governing

el-ite of Canterbury in the 1370s and 1380s.e Al-an Harding
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points out that in June 1381 hatred against an oppressive law

administered in London briefry united different ranks of the

conmons for poritical action, including those who occupied

diverse positions in the status hierarchy, from peasants to
quite prosperous burgesses.lo

fn Class Conflict and the Crisis of Feudalism, Rodney

Hilton exprains that many occupants of the rniddle and lor¿er

st,rata of small-er industrialized towns (e.g., in East Anglia)

participat.ed in the English Rising of 13Bl-" Hilton explains

that in addition to such sectors as journeymen and

apprentices, elements from the mercantile bourgeoisie are also

found temporarily in the rebeÌ camp" It is unlikely that
mem.bers of the London patriciate v/ere in league with the

insurgents, but the ruli-ng circl-es of some smaller towns

uni-ted with rebels for their ohrn ends.11 rn St. Albans and

Bury St. Edmunds, for example, burgesses harnessed rebels to
challenge o1d, established ecclesiastical overlordship" In
Cambridge, the bourgeoisie led rebels to try to throw off the
jurisdiction and infl-uence of another type of ecclesiastical
institution, the University. Hil-ton adds that even members of
the l-esser nobility (i"e., knightly class or gentry)

occasionalÌy identified themsel-ves with the insurgents, even

assuming positions of leadership, although the gentry as a

whol-e remained faithful to the interests of the Crown and the

higher nobi1ity.12 In The Medieval Enqlish Econony, 1150-

1500, J" L. Bol-ton concurs with Hilton,s demographics, adding
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Bridgwater to the list of toç¡ns where burgesses led forces
against the Augustinian hospital of st. Thomas" Borton agrees

that the Peasants' Revolt h/as more than a revort by peasants,

emphasizing that townsmen, artisans, resser clergy, and. lesser
landl-ords throughout England were typicarry amongi the
rebel-s. 13

These studies are important for readers of the Confessio

in at least two \¡¡ays . First, the extent of rebeltion
throughout the social- ranks confj-rms that late fourteenth-

century England was j-n the midst of a legitimation crisis" The

number of open acts of defiance against authority indicates
that social rel-ations v/ere no longer being ef fectively
reproduced at the level of the superstructure, through

ideological state apparatuses and through various

institutions. Because of widespread opposition against those

who held the bal-ance of wealth and power, the dominant group

had to ensure its rule through force and lega1 compulsion,

instead of through hegemony" Second, the demographics of the

participants in these uprisings are very significant. The

studies cited above indj-cate that occupants of the midd.te

socio-economic ranks in Engrish urban areas vrere active
participants in the social unrest in the last three decades of
the fourteenth century. This group, as the second chapter wiII
demonstrate, is the cornmunity of readers which Gower is
particularly interested in reaching through the Confessio.

The straj-n on aristocratic ideology at the close of the
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fourteenth century is bound up with--and exemplifies--the
larger legitimation crisis in England at the time, for this
particular cultural narrative illustrates the type of
political stresses and ideologicar fractures that Gramsci

discusses: the thinness of the narrative of inherent nobility
(and the collecti-on of supporting social fictions)
simultaneously facil-itates and reflects the disjunction
between the rul-ing group and the ideology which validated its
pov/er. Because this social f iction no long'er had the

commonsensical appeal that effective cul-tural narratives
possess, the dominant group had to legislate thi_s fiction--and
the act of legislating this narrative, in turn, demonstrates

just how strained the fiction was. If social relations could

not be effectively reproduced through ideology, they were to
be reproduced through legal coercion.

The ineffectiveness of the narrative of inherent nobility
and the dominant group,s anxiety about the strain on this
fiction manifested itself in several lega1 attempts to
reinscribe the connections among privileged status, inherent

nobility, and the outward manifestations of this inherent

nobility" One such legal attempt took the form of legislation
regarding blazons" As Roger Virgoe explains in Private Life in
the Fifteenth Centurv, upward mobiJ-ity was noÈ regarded

favorably by the nobility and gentry (not surprisingly), and

it v¡as advantageous for the social climber to acguire as

guickly as possible some of the blood, âs well- as the
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lifestyre, of the socio-economic position that s/he &/as

entering" rt was also advantageous to adopt other signifiers
of nobility, including estabrishing a distinguished ancestry--
often fictitious--and representing that ancestry by the

adoption of an appropriate coat of arms, a conmon fiction that
the famous Pastons, for example, lived out (Virgoe, 1-9-ZO) " At

the begj-nning of the fifteenth century, there hras no effective
control over these fictitious ancestries and the associated

badges on such things as banners and liveries. The College of
Heralds, which enforced injunctions against such posing, was

not incorporated until L494, but various attempts to
distinguish legar]-y between 'trightfultt ov/ners of irnpressive

genealogies and various symbolic accoutrements of nobility
versus fraudulent borrowers of such trappings r^¡ere already in
place at the beginning of the fifteenth century (19-20). The

beginning of royal control of unlicensed arms, for example, is
reflected in Henry V's decree in I4I7 that no one joining the

army for the campaign in Francerrrshall_ assume such coats of
arms unl-ess he has or ought to have the same by right. of his
ancestors or by the gift of some person having sufficient
power for this purpose"r (quoted in Virgoe, 20) " This decree

indicates that in the preceding years a significant number of
people had been falsely assuming the visual accoutrements of
nobility and hence that a significant number of people in the

years preceding this statute did not believe that the

alignrnent among privileged status, inherent nobility, and
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outward manifestations of nobil-ity was natural: they obviously
believed that the arignment r*as--and courd be--constructed.
Hence, this legisration represents an attenpt by the ruling
group to insist upon the correl-ation among these terns,
thereby forcing a social fiction r¡hich--as the viol-ations
prompting this decree indicate--!üas no longer compelling at an

ideological- Ieve1"

Another legal attenpt to prop up this withering social
fiction took the form of sumptuary legislation. As Frances

Elizabeth Baldwin explains in her extensive study Sumptuary

Legislation and Personal Regul-ation in Engl-and, the first
sumptuary legislation in England vras passed by parliament

under Edward TII. An act in l-337 limited the cl-ass that coul-d

wear fur, furs constituting the most important single article
of luxury in terms of dress" There is no record indicating
whether or not this restriction was enforced, although Baldwin

assumes that it was not, judging by the attacks on clothing
extravagances by chroniclers and satirists of the time.

Another statute vras enacted by parliament in 1355, defining
the specific garments that sex-workers could $/ear. The first
comprehensive act which regulated in detail- the dress of

various cl-asses of English subjects was passed in 1363. This

document prescribed at length the garments and fabrics that
could be \^/orn by citizens in accordance with their incomes;

social ranks v/ere l-isted in hj-erarchical order, aJ-ongi with

annual- incomes and specif ic property requ j-rements. The
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preanble to the statute announced that this J-egislat.ion v¡as

designed to correct ¡!'the outragious and excessive apparel of
divers people against their estate and degree'r¡ (quoted in
Bardwin , 47 ¡ " 14 rhis act was repealed the forrowing year, and

in 1378-1379 parliament petitioned Richard rr to reenact, in
a less detailed form, the substance of the l-363 sumptuary act,
but Richard refused" rn the late fourteenth century, ruxury

and ostentation became a recurrent trproblemr¡ in nearly alt
English classes.l5 The inadeguacy of the sumptuary Iaws

passed under Edward rrï to contror dressing beyond one's means

and the increasing fashion crimes perpetrated under Richard

II's rule met with continual censures heaped by moral and

religious writers, poets, and satirists in the second half of
the fourteenth century.ló

Like Baldwin, Michael McKeon, Roger Virgoe, Karen Newman,

and Richard Harpern alr view medieval and renaissance

sumptuary legisJ-at.ion in England as having the prinary goal of
rigidly maintaining boundaries among different positions in
the social hierarchy.lT These writers explicitly link
sumptuary Laws both to increasing anxiety about social
mobility and shifting class positions and to anxiety about

shifting class signifiers and the difficulty of reading these

signif iers. The rulers of the real-m v/ere determined to
inscribe a subject'srrpropertrstatus on the body so that it
was visible for aII to read. Such an inscription reasserted

connectj-ons anonq outward nobility, inward nobility, and
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divinery ordained social- hierarchies, thereby legitimating the
ineguitabre distribution of wealth and power and warding off
threats to the beneficiaries of the economic structure. As

Arthusser explains, when a fiction j-s compelring to subjects,
it is accepted in an internalized rüay.18 rf the correrations
between outward and j-nward (inherent) nobirity seemed

llnatural¡¡ and, by extension, the distribution of wealth and

po\^/er that these correlations helped to legitinate seemed to
be the order of things, ideology would have been working

effectivefy" In the second half of the fourteenth century,

however, as the sumptuary laws indicate--and as the numerous

ballads, poems, and attacks by satirists on those who refuse

to dress according to their station indicatele--the formerly
rrnaturalrr alignment of these terms had lost its
¡!commonsensical'¡ appeal; the cultural- narrative had been

partial-Iy demystified and, therefore, had to be forced upon

subjects 1egaIIy" Those in poÌ¡/er threatened subjects with
external, compulsory force because aristocratic ideology was

no longer regulating behavior and effectively playing its rol-e

in reproducing social rel-ati-ons.

The anxieties which propelled sumptuary laws are not

difficult to uncover. Transgressions in apparel were one r¡/ay

in which a person--Iike the socially mobile families who

constructed fraudulent genealogies--donned the accoutrements

of a higher socio-economic posi-tion and, in essence, assumed

the position to which s/he aspired. The blurring of socio-
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economic boundari-es v¡hich crothing viorations represented

fl-aunted the possibility that privilege r,{as not an inherent
position, one ordained by God and nature" This rearj-zation
about social- positions was part of the deinystifications that
had occurred in late medieval EngIand, demystifications
evidenced by the Peasants' Revo1t" Hilton and Boltonrs reading

of the revolt as an overall disgruntlement with the v¡ay in
which society Ì¡ras organized indicates a realization by

significant factions of English society that socio-economic

positions and social relations could be different, that they

were not ordained by God. If subjects realized that the

dominant group ruled because it had the monopoly of wealth and

power--rather than because of some inner essence which made

this group superior--then this group r{as open to challenge"

Similarly, the violation of socio-economic boundaries which

trangressions in apparel represented also foregrounded the

possibility that a person coul-d construct hirn/herself " If a

person could don the clothing aligned with a higher position,

brandish symbols appropriate to nobility, concoct an

impressive genealogy, and actualì-y end up in a significantly
higher social- position (as many families in fourteenth- and

fifteenth-century England did) , then it hras possJ-ble that
positions were constructed and not divinely ordained" This

type of dernystification threatened the reproduction of the

status hierarchy, and beneficiaries of the ineguitable social

arrangement were anxious as a result" This anxiety manifested
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itself , in part, in the forced reassertion of ari-stocrat.ic

ideology and in the larger over-insistence on the t0natural

orderrr that this cultural narrative exemplifies"

The demystification that aristocratic ideology suffered

at that moment r!¡as due to the dramatic foregirounding of

contradictions within the structural arrangement that
aristocratic ideology endorsed" As explained earlier, there is
an inevitable disparity between a cultural narrative and the

economic arrangement which it legitimates. This disparity is
typically hidden through various means, including legal and

institutional mechanisms. These mechanj-sms may be more

effective at certain times than at others: in times of

relative stability, such devices might camoufl-age fundamental

structural inconsistencies in a fairly convincing manner; but

if historical- forces amplify the conLradictions in the

economic structure, the legal and institutional mechanisms

that disguise these contradictions may not be able to function

effectivefy. As a resul-t, the cul-tural narratives that

reproduce a particular economic arrangiement risk being

undermined so that the ídeology reproducing certain social

relations risks becoming ineffectual, forcing the dominant

group to rule by compulsion and not by consent" When Gor¡/er l¡as

writing the Confessio, aristocratic ideology r+¡as less

compelling than versions of this cultural narrative had been

earlier. Tn the last two decades of the fourteenth century,

numerous factors greatly intensified the inconsistencies
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within the reproduction of the status hierarchy so that these

inconsistencies coul-d no longer be effectivery masked. Because

of the eruptj-on of these contradictions, the credibirity of
aristocratic ideology was strained, for the tare of inherent
nobility no longer made sense j-n terms of the ways in which

the status hierarchy was being reproduced.

Frances and Joseph Gies illustrate the coincidence

between structural flaws in the system of primogeniture and

the historical- forces which disrupted primogeniture in late
medieval Eng1and, a coincidence which dramat.ically

foregrounded structural- contradictions in the system of

inheritance and which ultimately rendered aristocratic
ideology ineffectual- in Gower's England. Gies and Gies begin

their discussion of primogeniture in l-ate medieval England in
the following viay:

The system of primogeniture, buttressed by the

adoption of estate names, genealogj-es, coats of

arms, family mottos, and the impressive symbol of

the family castle, gave the sel-f-conscious

aristocratic male lineages of the thirteenth
century an appearance of invincible solidity. The

earl of Lancaster, the earl- of Leicester, the count

of Champagne, the duke of Burgundy-- such titles
seemed to breathe a lofty perpetuity, a descent

proceeding rnajestically through unbroken

generations and centuries" The appearance hras
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deceiving" ¡rft is not generally realizedr00 says

Kenneth McFarÌane in his study of the English

nobility, ¡¡how near to extinction most Inob1e]

families v¡ere; their survival s¡as always in the

balance and only a tiny handful managed to hang on

in the male line from one century to another"¡¡ In

England the upper nobility was explicitly
identífied at freguent intervals when the king

summoned his ¡¡baronst¡ to meet in what was turning
into Parliament. Between 1300 and l-500 the number

of heritable ranks was increased from one to five,
but of the 136 baronial families favored with a

sunmons at the end of the thirteenth century, 36

were extinct by 1-325, 89 by 1-400, and alt but 16 by

1s00 (186).

few pages later, Gies and Gies continue:

Thus by a variety of means the purpose of
primogeniture \,ras frustrated and lordIy lineages

v/ere robbed of their property bases" By far the

commonest root cause of the extinction of noble

lines , hora/ever, vras mortaJ-ity. A scholar I Georges

Dubyl has estimated that in a stationary population

20 percent of married men have no children when

they die, and another 20 percent have only

daughters. For the medieval lineage, infant

mortality, disease, and war atl- accentuated the
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danger (191).

Gies and Gies provide concrete examples of mechanisms used in
the rate Middre Ages to mask the impossibiJ-ity of generating

a continuous patrilineal line: estate names, genearogies,

coats of arms, family mottos, famj-ty castles, and titles
created the illusion of perpetuity, of descent proceeding

through unbroken generati-ons and centuries" These and other

social mechan j-sms helped hide the dis junction betr,¡een the

structure of patrilineal- inheritance and the narrative of
inherent nobility which legit.inat.ed that structure. The

impossibility of a continuous bl-oodline of inherent nobility
was masked behind this array of fictions which collectively
created the illusion that there v¡as no social climbing, social

descent, or status inconsistency but that the status hierarchy

in late medieval England was rrthe same as it ever was.¡¡

The structural problems of primogeniture, Gies and Gies

explain, were amplified in l-ate medieval England by infant
mortality, disease, and war. It is important to emphasize that
by far the highest mortality rates occurred during the period

of recurrent bouts of plague in England, a period which ended

shortly before Gower wrote the Confessio. In The Medieval

Enqlish Economy. 1150-1500 , J. L. Bolton explains that the

first outbreak of the plague swept through England between

1348 and 1350 and recurred in l-361 | 1369, and 1375. Between

1-348 and 1380, the population of Engtand declined

dramatically: according to conservative estimates, the
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population declined in this period by approximately one-third;
accordi-ng to liberal estimates it fell by 5OZì and according

to historians, like Bolton, who take the middte-road, it
decreased by 4OZ (64-65) " Although Bolton makes no

pronouncement either way, Gies and Gies rernark that the plague

wrought havoc even-handedly amongi rich and poor (229) " In the

English countryside, recorded mortality in some districts ran

as high as 65 percent" Many farnilies dJ-sappeared, and in some

cases entire villages vanished (Gies and Gies | 224 and 229) "

With the recurrent bouts of plague throughout the fourteenth

century and the subseguent death of 4OZ the population, it
would have been irnpossible to sustain the illusion of direct
lineage. Numerous other factors which intersected at that
particular moment--including the endemic warfare of the

Hundred Years' War (L337-I453)--wreaked further havoc on

demographics, thereby foregrounding even more the transparency

of the narrative of inherent nobility. Inheritance patterns in

late medieval England would have had to resort continually to

various methods of patril-ineal repair, rnethods which v/ere used

much more spari-ngly in times of relative demographic

stability. Attrition in the male line r¡/as usually effectively

camouflaged by various legal and institutional- mechanisms,

but, McKeon warns, the effectiveness of such mechanisms

depends on a judicious resistance to overuse (132-l-33).

Inevitably, in the second half of the fourteenth century in

England, with the devastation caused by the plague alone, the
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judicious use of such mechanisms must have been strained,
making it extremely difficult to live out the alleged

correlation between noble blood and noble possessions in a

convincing manner.

Not only did demographic upheavals dramatically
foreground contradictions in the reproduction of the status

hierarchy at the time, but increased social mobility further
anplified structural inconsistencies. Some degree of social

rnobility is a structural inevitability of a patrilineal status

hierarchy because of the demographic impossibility of

generating sufficient heirs" The structural inevitability
worked itself out in late fourteenth-century England at an

accel-erated rate due to abnorrnally high mortality, for the

increased death rates and hence the increased number of vacant

landholdings meant greater opportunities for social rnobility
(McKeont L32 and Virg'oe, 19) " Chances improved for a yeoman or

substantial- farmer to acguire enougth land and wealth to begin

to live like a gientleman, to educate his sons, and to marry

his chil-dren (or grandchildren) into noble families. Clement

Paston (d. 1419) is a famous example of this phenomenon.2o

Demographics r¡rrere further complicated by economics, for

late fourteenth-century England witnessed increasing social

mobility due to burgeoning trade" As Bol-ton explains, English

trade grev/ steadily throughout the fourteenth century; the

cloth-manufacturing industry was particularly prosperous,

especially in London and East Anglia. Many merchants invol-ved
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in such successful ventures as Lhe cloth trade accumulated

substantiar amounts of capital and, in rnany cases, accumul-ated

sufficient funds to purchase l-and and thereby move into the

gentry" Tn other cases, wealthy merchants moved into
advantageous social positions through their abilities to make

strategic marriages for their children. ft was also common for
nerchants' sons to move into prestigious occupations,

including law or some type of administrative position in
London. The development of law as a profession for the laity
in the second half of the fourteenth century offered ways of

accumul-ating wealth, purchasing 1and, and improving one's

socio-economic status" Such occupations were part of a newly

emergent group of professionals in large English urban

centers. This group r¡¡as emerging from the growth of conrmerce

and included not only those directly involved in trade, but

al-so the members of the new service industry which developed

to accommodate the needs of those involved in trade (e"9.,

lawyers, accountants, and secular clerks) " Overall, at the end

of the fourteenth century, mobility in England lras much

greater than it had been j-n the previous two centuries.Zl

Such mobility intensified the already glaring gap between the

narrative of j-nherent nobility and the way that sJ-gnificant

portions of the population acguired their socio-economic

positions. This strain indicates that it must have been nearly

impossi-ble for aristocratic ideology to be compelling to those

living in England in the l-ast two decades of the fourteenth century"
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Increased social- rnobiJ-ity, like demographic upheavals,

are very relevant to the confessio" The increase in socj_al

rnobility intensified the atready graring structural
contradictions in the system of patrilj-neal- inheritance caused

by denographj-c upheavals " Because these contradictions s/ere so

obvious, the narrative of aristocratic ideology v¡as heavily
strained" Aristocratic ideology played an important rol-e in
the reproduction of the status hierarchy in medieval England,

and its ineffectiveness simultaneously reflected and hampered

ideology's abil-ity to maintain social- rel-ations at the time"

Because ideology could not adeguately reproduce social
relations, the dominant group, s pott/er was seriously
threatened, as the 1381 uprisings indicate" As the second

chapter wiII demonstrate, Gower's Confessio responds to these

uprisings and to the larger legitimation crisis by atternpting

to help the ruling group regain hegemony" These attempts to
produce consent involve an investigation of the structural
inconsistencies whose over-abundance strained aristocratic
ideology in the first place. Gower addresses the problem of
glaring structural contradictions in the system of patrilineal
inheritance by employJ-ng the paradigrms from medieval- romance

which deal specifically with these contradictions" Although

Gower inserts himself into this tradition, he does not endorse

the typical vrays in which romance explains away structural
j-nconsistencies as part of its larger attempt to legitimate an

unegual distribution of pov/er and wealth. Instead, Gower
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alters these paradigms in significant v¡ays, betraying his
enormous anxiety about the obviousness of these structural
contradictions and, by extension, about the rarger fairure of
ideology. ultirnately, the $rays in which Gower alters romancers

fict,ions about status inconsistencies reflect his Iarger
attempt to help the dominant group regain hegemony in the

midst of the legitination crisis.
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CHAPTER TWO: GOWER,S CONFESSIO AMANTIS

Ï" THE CONFESSIO AMANTIS: LITERÄ,TURE AND HEGEMONY

Like the parliament members who produced sumptuary

legislation and restrictions on blazons, John Gower

demonstrates anxieties about recent attacks on the status

hierarchy and about the larger legitiuration crisis unfolding

in England.22 In part as a response to this crisis, Gor¡/er

composes the Vox Clamantis and the Confessio Amantis, which

represent only two examples of a plethora of attempts in the

last two decades of the fourteenth century to regain hegemony

for the ruling group: Gower's Confessio Amantis is only one

participant in a much larger process of hegemonv at the time"

This is not to clairn that readers of the Conf essio v/ere

somehow instantaneously converted by reading the poem, nor is
it to claim that readers r,,¡ere duped by such texts into
misrecognizing their political interests. Hegernony is not

false consciousness, conspiracy, manipulation, nor an

imposition from the ruling class onto its social subordinates.

Hegemony, one of Antonio Gramsci,s most important

contributions to Marxist cultural theory, is a complex process

through which a class gains or rnaintains its dorninance through

ideological means as opposed to sheer force" It is the process

through which consent for a certain social- order is created

and recreated continually through a web of instítutions,
social relations, and ideas" I{hen widespread, this consent,
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forming what Gramsci ca1ls an ¡0historical- blocrrr rests on a

corl-ective will in røhich various g'roups in society unite" An

historicar bloc represents the coming together of d.ifferent
groups v¡ith various interests to reach some agreements about

a dominant ideology, which then serves as the principle of
organization for social institutions.

fn the Confessio, Gororer tries to address the largest

audience possible to encourage social alliances among groups

t¿ith diverse interests, including aristocrats and clerics but,

more importantly, including those who occupied the niddl-e

ranks of society. The Confessio insists that these groups have

similar j-nterests and that they should therefore align
themselves in certain ways" By offering a formulation like
rrcomun profitrrr Gower attempts to make hegemonic interests
seem like the best interests of al-l who read his text" By

making his political agenda allegedly represenL the best

interests of his audience, Gower is involved in a type of

recruitment, addressing a diversity of different points of

antagonism in society and unj-fying them, in their differences,

within a conmon project. By atternpting to unify them in a

conmon project, Gower is trying to win consent from members of

various groups for an ideology which woul-d help solidify the

power of the ruling group.
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i" Gower's Audience

Although it is impossible to determine who read the
confessio Amantis in the 1390s, it is possible to discuss who

had the ability to read the text (or nho would have had the

opportunity to have a text read to hin or her). More

importantly, it is also possible to consider the demographics

of the anticipated audience, for Gor¿er provides clues as to
whom he hoped would read his work" The issues of who could

have had access to the text and who comprised Gowerrs

projected audience are related to consent: How does the poet

imagine the audience that he needs to influence? The best

indication of the audience,s demographics is the idea of the

linguistic community operative in the poem. Gower composed his
first major text, the Mj-rour de 1,Omme (c.1-376-1378) , in
Anglo-Norman French; and he wrote his second major text, the

Vox Clamantis (c.1-379-1381), in Latin" Although there is very

littl-e agreement about literacy in the Middl-e Ages among

historians, there are a limited number of claims that one can

make about the topic r^¡iLh a reasonable degree of certainty.zs

One such claim is that there !{as an extremely lirnited number

of peopÌe living in England at the end of the fourteenth

century who coul-d read Latin and/or French.

fn his influential article entitled t'The Period of the

Final- Decline of French in Medieval England (Fourteenth and

Ear1y Fifteenth Centuries) , I' Rol-f Berndt examines which socio-

economic groups in England had reading and/or speaking
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abilities in French and/or in Latin at the end of the

fourteenth century" Berndt exprains that the use of Anglo-

Norman French as a literary, legal, and spoken medium began to
decline around 1-350 and continued to decl-ine until its vi-rtual
obsolescence in the first few decades of the fifteenth
century" By the end of the fourteenth century, knowledge of
French and/or Latin v/as far from cornmon" Lawyers typically
knew Latin and French, and scribes, secular clerks, and

adrninistrative officials r¡rere trained in both languages as an

obligatory part of their professional training" Among the

English clergy, only those in the highest ranks knew French by

that point, while both those ín the highest ranks and in the

rniddling ranks knew Latin" It is probable that some members of

the exclusive urban oligarchies knew French (but not Latin).
A knowledge of French even among mem-bers of the aristocracy in
the late fourteenth century could no longer be regarded as a

matter of course. French, hor^rever, was decidedly maintained by

the upper echel-ons of the feudal aristocracy and by those

closely associated with the court.24 Aside from these

exclusive groups, the overwhel-rning majority of Englishmen and

women know neither French nor Latin at the end of the

fourteenth century.25 Therefore, Gower's audiences for the

Mirour de I'Omme and for the Vox Clamantis would of necessity

have been extremel-y lirnited, consisting primarily of clerics

who occupied niddle and upper positions in the church, the

more powerful aristocrats (and those who moved ín these
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circles), and members of a lirnited number of professions whose

careers reguired a knowledge of Latin and/or Anglo-Norman

French.

By writing the Confessio in English, Gower made his work

accessible to an audience whose demographics v¡ere very

different from the audiences of his previous two major texts.
Gov¡er's decision to write the last of his major poems in
English suggests that he fel-t that his first two rnajor texts
did not reach as large a readership as he wanted to address"

By writing in English, he opened up the possibility of a much

more diverse audience. In the Confessio's opening lines, Gower

suggests that this possibility of a greater readership helped

motivate his decision to write in English" cor,üer says that
since few men compose rrln oure englissh, I thennke make/ Abok

for Engelondes sake¡r (Prol "23-25) "26 This statement indicates

that Gower's decision to write in the vernacular v/as a

strategic choice and that this choice was bound up with the

r*el-fare of England as a whole: the wider an audience for the

text, the better the chance of having a wider effect,"

Immediately preceding the statement concerning the vernacular,

Gower claims that he decided to I'go the middel weie/ And wryte

a book betwen the tweier/ Somwhat of lust, some\^/hat of lorerl

(Pro1 "L7-I9). His decision to do sor Gower claims, results

from the perception that texts which contain wisdom only are

diff icult to read for extended periods (Pro1 "1"2-1,6) " Of

course, it is impossible to know how sincerely to take this
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remark, but if it is meant with any degree of seriousness,

this comment, like the comment about the vernacular, suggests

something about Gower's projected audience. Brief, amusing

tales of love are rnuch more likery to entice a more diverse

audience than heavily theological discussions, for example,

would attract. Furthermore, the type of readerly commitment

reguired by a series of brief tales such as those contained

within the Confessio is much l-ess demanding than the type of

commitment necessary for such texts as Robert Mannyng's

Handlyincr Svnne, for example, which requires much longer

sittings and more intense concentrat.ion"

Who woul-d comprise this more diverse audience that Gower

courts through the use of the vernacul-ar and with the lust and

lore? Chaucer's Man of Law seems to be a starting point to
ansv/er this guestion. In the dialogue preceding his tale, the

Man of Law talks about Chaucer and his poetry, however

inaccurate the Man of Law's recoll-ections may be.27 When

discussing what appears to be Chaucer's Leqend of Good Women,

the Man of Law remarks that the poet does not soil hj-s work

with such abominable tales as Apollonius of Tyre. This

comment, Macaulay explains in his edition of the Confessio,

has been commonly assumed to be a reference to Gower's tale in

the Confessio (xxvi) " The Man of La\^¡t s comments are

interesting because the allusion to the Confessio indicates

that a late fourteenth-century London lawyer woul-d be a likely

reader of the Confessio. The Man of Law also shows hirnself to
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be a reader of both Chaucer and the later Gov¡er, suggesting

there is some degree of overlap between readers of chaucer and

readers of the Confessio at the time.

Given that lawyers t¡ere typically versed in both Latin
and French at the tirne, the inclusion of lawyers in Gowerrs

audience woul-d not seem to represent a significant shift from

Gower's earlier potential readership in terms of demographics"

But if lawyers are contextualized as part of a much larger
group of l-iterate professionals emerging in English urban

centers in response to the growth of conmerce, then the

inclusion of lawyers in this audience is significant" A London

lawyer in the 1-390s was part of a much larger literate service

sector which was appearing in response to increased trade in
English urban areas in the late fourteenth century" Literacy
r¡¡as reguired in these centers not only by those directly
involved j-n trade (e.9., merchants, guild members, and small-

artisans) , but al-so by members of the nevr service industry

which developed to accommodate the needs of those involved in

trade (e.g., lawyers, accountants, and clerks).28 As Nicholas

Orme explains in his study of literacy in medieval England,

English School-s in the Middle Ages, the private and public

affairs of merchants and prosperous craftsmen in medieval-

towns in the late fourteenth century reguired literacy"

Merchants needed to keep records of their stocks, their

orders, and their sales, and if their trade went beyond loca1

transactions, correspondence with suppliers and customers was
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also necessary" These recordings were typicalry neither in
French or Latin, but onry required literacy in English. orme

also explains that guild members ú¡ere al-so usually literate in
Eng1ish, but not in Latin or French. Orme notes, for example,

that in 1422, the London guild of brewers resolved to keep

their records in English, observing that many of their craft
knew how to read and write English but v/ere illiterate in
Latin and French. Similarly, in L402, a Yorkshire knight, Sir
John Dependen, Ìeft twenty pounds for the education of a boy

named John FitzRichard, with instructions that when he coul-d

read or write he shoul-d be sent to London to learn the craft
of the fishmongers, grocers, or mercers" Towards the end of
the fourteenth century, court records reflect a- consj-derable
j-ncrease in literacy among merchants, craftsmen, and even

agriculturalists.2e The growth of literacy due to the

burgeoning of trade al-so intersected v¡ith the growth of
literacy due to Lollardy in late fourteenth-century

England.3o It is clear that there v¡as a substantial portion
of the niddling sorts in urban areas in the l-390s who could

read English, thereby providing a ready audience for literary
texts written in the vernacular.

Even if a person was illiterate, being unable to read did

not prevent a person from having access to texts written in
English" Silent, individual reading was not the typical method

of interacting with a text in late fourteenth-century

England.31 Instead, groups of varying sizes usually assembled
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around a person who would read aloud" These groups could

consist of families, of neighbors and frj-ends, of professional
performances, and so on.32 The Wife of Bathrs paradigm, v¡here

one fanily member reads to other faruily memJ¡ers, rúas colnmon,

as \Àrere the infamous secret gatherings to read bibrical
passagies in English" Because of these group formatj-ons, a text
written in English would have a much larger audience--whether

literate or not--than a text written in Latin or in Anglo-

Norman French. (After aII, not a very substantial percentage

of the population could have understood Latin or French, even

if it was read to then. ) This is not to claim that a person

from anv position in the status hierarchy could have had

access to a poem like the Confessio" Listening to a reading of

a text (excluding, obviously, texts read at mass) reguired a

certain degree of privilege because listening presupposed that
a person had the l-eisure to do so, and l-eisure r,{as a luxury"

Listening to readings also presupposed that audience members

had enough money to hire professional clerks to read to them

(a cornmon practice), to have facilitated the education of a

fanily rnember, or to be in a sufficiently high rank to have

literate acquaintances" PIus, one al-so needed enouqh funds, or

to know people with a sufficient income, to purchase a text.
Most Englishmen and women in the l-390s could not meet these

criteria, but those who lived in urban areas and who occupied

the niddl-e ranks of society did. Members of these ranks had

the economic resources to have literacy or to have access to
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texts, like the Confessio, written in English" This was the

group that Gorr¡er apparently decided to add onto his former

(predominantly) clerical- and aristocratic readership when he

chose to write the Confessio r¡In oure englissh . for
Engelondes saker¡ (Prol.23-24) " This is the audience from which

Gower was particularly interested ín el-iciting consent for the

social order" The large number of extant manuscripts of the

Confessio suggest that Gower actually did earn the large

readership that he set out to woo.33

ÏÏ. COMMON PROFIT AND THE PROLOGUE

As John Fisher explains in John Gower: Moral Philosopher

and Friend of Chaucer, cower emphasized the social-political
concept of rrthe comun goodr¡ throughout his literary career.

Fisher explains that this concept $ras commonplace in
fourteenth-century England: when used by John Ball and the

LoIlards, it was potentially subversive, but rrcommon profit¡t

was usually t¡a synonym for the responsible state in which each

class performed its proper function" (178). Gower, Fisher

continues, emphasized this concept more than any of his

English contemporaries. To demonstrate this point, Fisher

provides a lengthy list of citati-ons frorn the Mirour de

l'omme, where Gower overtly refers to rt'le conmun profitr'¡t
rr ' le prouf it de communalite, 'rr rr ' le bien commun, ' rr and so

forth. As Fisher further explains, the theory that each estate
ruest ordine'par son endroit/ De fair au siecle ascun
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labour' r0 (fq{J^ ,23 618 , guoted in Fisher) is impl ied throughout

the Mirour, but this theme becomes the principal subject of
the Vox Clamantis. In the second book of the Vox, Gower

disputes the r¡'common view'¡! that misfortunes at that tirne

were the result of fortune and claims instead that they

resulted from sin" Gower insists that 0lrsince man does not

understand the circumstances of the wor1d,¡! (VCrfI "45L, quoted

in Fisher), he shoul-d place his faith in God and accept the

divine order. Hence, for Gower, the three estates are part of

the ¡r 'ordo munde, ' rt and the central guestion is how well

mem.bers of each estate fulf ill their designated ro1es, âs

defined by the rUcommune bonum"t (Fisher, 178-1-80) "

cower continues his discussion of cotnmon profit in the

Confessio. This theme is the most explicit in the Prologue,

and this formul-ation foregrounds Gower's participation in the

process of hegemony. In his introductory remarks, Gower

announces that he is writing r¡A bok for Engelondes sakerl

(Prol "24) , a phrase which makes it clear that the Confessio

claims to promote the conmon good. Shortly after this comment,

Gower bemoans the present condition of Eng1and, claiming that
the three estates (the clergy, knighthood, and the commons)

are failing miserably in their social- responsibilities. He

begins his attack on the estates by holding up an image of how

society once flourished when each estate fulfilled its proper

duties:

If I schal drawe in to my mynde
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The tyme Passed, thanne I fYnde

The world stod thanne in aI his wetthe:

Tho was the lif of man in helthe,

Tho was pJ-ente, tho was richesse,

Tho was the fortune of prouesse,

Tho was knyhthode in pris be name,

Wherof the wyde worldes fame

Write in Cronigue is yit withholde;

Justice of l-awe tho was ho1de,

The privilege of regalie

Irlas sauf , and aI the baronie

l.Iorschiped was in his astat;

The citees knewen no debat,

The poeple stod in obeissance

Under the reule of governance,

And pes, which ryhtwisnesse keste,

I^Iith charite tho stod in reste:

Of mannes herte the corage

lrlas schewed thanne in the visage;

The word was lich to the conceite

Withoute sembl-ant of deceite:

Tho was ther unenvied love,

Tho was the vertu sett above

And vice was put under fote.

(Pro1" 93-l-l-8)

In this passage, Gor,üer recalls a time when everyone prospered:
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the world was fuIl of wealth; humankind ç¡as healthy; ít, vras a

tirne of plenty; there were abundant richesi law was

judiciously upheld; and vice \ùas trarnpted, whj_Ie virtue
reigned. common profit obviously prevailed and, Gower irnpries,

England could also enjoy such prosperity, if people truly
wanted to" This passage involves the type of recruitment that
Stuart HaII discusses" By positing a formulation like ¡lcomun

profit,tr Gorô/er claims that his readers--despite their being

from different groups with a plethora of social antagonisms

among them--actually share the same political interest,s" In

rnaking this claim, Gower attempts to inscribe a vast range of

different positions and interests into a hegemonic

configuration, allegedJ-y representing the interests of

everyone to some degree: through the formulation of rrthe

cotnmon goodrrr Go\,¡er attempts to shape his readers' interests
through a type of recruitment, for readers are encouraged to

see the proffered agenda as representing their best interests
and are thereby encouragied to adopt this agenda as their own.

By doing so, Go\^Ier tries to unite members of different groups

into a strategic social al-liance

Clear1y, hovlever, no political agenda can be in the best

interests of every member of a social arrangement" Any

platform will benefit certain groups in society more than

others, and Gower's fictional rrcomun profitrt is no exception:

different groups in Gower's audience had competing interests

and not every group benefitted from the reproduction of the
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social hierarchy. I{ho would actually profit the most frorn the

position which Gower advocates? The criticisms which Gower

launches against the three estates ctarify the politicar
interests behind Gower' s f ormulation of ¡¡common prof it. ¡¡

Throughout the Prol-ogue, Gower continually bemoans the state

of England and the larger worl-d, positing divisiveness as one

of the primary causes of the current demise of England and

humanity" For example, in his discussion of the state, Gower

remarks, r¡men nort¡ clepe and cal-l-e,/ And sein the regnes ben

divided,/ In stede of love is hate guided'! (Prol .1,26-128) "

Gower identifies England's war with France as the cause of

much of England's factionalisrn" To reconcil-e the first estate

with the rest of society, Gov/er advises the king to abandon

the war with France and encourages subjects to remain faithful
to the king: 'rThat unto hirn which the heved is/ The members

buxom scholden borde'r (Prol"152-153) " Divisiveness is also at

the heart of the crisis in the church. Gower laments the great

schism and the rise of heresies like Lotlardy. rrBetv/en tuo

Stoles lyth the fal, rt he mourns, ¡rWhan that men \,{ene best to
sittez/ T.n holy cherche of such a sli-tc.te/ Is for to rewe un to

ous alle'¡ (Pro1"336-339). Clerics argue fiercely about the

Pope so that rrnon entendeth/ Io that which comun profit \,rererl

(Pro1.376-377). Because of such divisiveness there is no

guidance for parishioners, and Christ's fold is broken into
pieces and devoured on every side (Prol.390-395).

Sirnilarly, in the catalogue of great empires which have
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farl-en throughout history, divisiveness is denounced as the
prirnary cause. The poet introduces the ritany of falten
kingdoms by announcing that he will- drav¿ upon a tale from the
Bible¡¡that as in conclusioun/ seith that upon divisioun/
Stant, v¡hy no worldes thing mai laste,/ TiL it be drive to the

laste (Prol. 575-578) . Gower then recounts Nebuchadnezzar's

drean, featuring a statue whose feet rlrere separated, and rrthat

betokneth mochel wortt Gower's Daniel explains, ¡¡l{han that the

worl-d divided ís,/ It moste aJ-gate fare amis'r (ProI "643-645) "

Just as the integral upper body of the statue connotes

prosperity, in the ensuing repertoire of empires to which the

respective layers of the statue corresponds, harmony among

humankind resulted in overall- prosperity" But once these

social bodi-es began to fragrment, the great empires crumbled:

when the world became diverse, Babylon fel1 (Prol "677 ); Persia

fell when the monarchy left (Pro1.695-696); and the Roman

empire collapsed because of dissension among its rulers
(Prol "7A1-7 85) " After recounting Daniel's reading of

Nebuchadnezzar's dream, Gower announces that the world is norrr

in the final stage of the ag'es of man and warns ¡tthurgh lacke

of love/ Where as the lond divided is,/ It mot algate fare

amisr' (Prot.892-894) " cower applies this maxim explicitly to

riüars among countries (ProI.985-904); to individual- men, with

reference to their bodies and souls (ProI.974-1-005); and to

the relationships among different segiments of society

(Prol.L052-1076) . According to Gower, not only does division
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cause the dernise of worldly things, including civilizations,
but it is also the cause of the faII from grace (proI "g7O-
1005), the product of the Tov¡er of Babel (proI"1019-1031), and

the staLe of existence in hell- (Pro1"t-045-1046) 
"

The characteristics of the prosperous civil-ization versus

those which produced the demise of great empires and which

plague England make Gower's prescriptions for the country's

salvation c1ear. First, the blatant correlation between a

country's division and its demise represents an attempt to
urgie different socio-economic groups of readers to unite" In

the idyllic past, everyone shared the same interests, with no

class antagonisms and no struggles among different groups in
the social híerarchy" Everyone's interests v/ere aligned, and

there was a consensus about what the coinmon good entailed and

trow to achieve it: ¡rThe citees knewen no debattt (Prol"106). By

inplication, to prosper, readers must abandon competing

interests and work towards conmon goals. They must stop

voicing demands which differ from England's rulers, for such

demands, Gower claims, render the country stagnant and unable

to function as an effective social organization. Second,

readers must submit themselves to their rulers. In the perfect

social arrangement of the past, knighthood v/as valued; the

privilege of royalty was safe; and the barony v/as worshipped

according to its status (Pro1.99-l-05) " Similarly, law was

upheld and 'rThe poeple stod in obeissance/ Under the reule of

governancert (Pro1.107-108)" In short, rank was respected, and
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people honored those røho occupied higher positions ín the

status hierarchy and willingIy subjugated themselves to
authority "

These visions of the past and present naturalize
correlations between respect for rulers and the state of
society, in terms of its overal-I v¡eal-th, abundance, and

health: as the golden age demonstrates, when the lower ranks

are obedient, society flourishes; as the demise of great

empires and the current state of England. testify, when social

subordinates are not docile, society is a wreck" By making

these correlations through historical examples, cower grants

the social relations which exist in late fourteenth-century

England the appearance of having the unalterable character of

natural 1aw" As history demonstrates, socio-economic

hierarchies are a part of the natural order, and rulers v/ere

meant to reign, while the lower ranks were meant to obey" As

history also demonstrates, a society naturally flourishes when

occupants of the lower ranks remember their places"

Gower explicitly cl-aims that for society to operaLe as a

coherent whole subjects must be docil-e and obedient,

acknowledging the rightful superiority of those who rule:
ItThat unto him which the heved is/ The members buxom scholden

bower¡ (Prol"l-52-l-53) . The inplicit argument behind this advice

is that different members of the social body are naturally

suited to perform different functions, just as various parts

of the human body naturally perform specific functions" Like
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the human body, for the social- body to function the most

efficj-entfy, every part must assume its prescribed rore,
thereby enabring the social body to v¡ork as an effective unit.
This integral body, in turn, wilr benefit every member of that
body by guaranteeing wj-despread health and prosperity for the
entire social- organism" This is an argument based on

aristocratic ideology, for it presupposes that cert,ain

individuals are natural-ly suited to perform certain functions;
and, of course, the functions for which one is suited neatly
correspond t,o one's birthplace" This division of labor

according to some notion of biologism attempts to naturalize
socio-economic position: one performs a certain type of labor
and occupies a certain position in the hierarchy because one

is born into it, and adherence to this birthplace ensures the

smooth operation of society as a who1e" Hence, social
relations reflect biology. This argument legitimates the

social order by naturalizing it, by giving it the appearance

of unalterable, eternal law.

Gower grounds the social order in natural- law noL only

through his use of history, but also through his use of the

Bib1e. Just as his representation of the golden age erases

social struggle, making that society seem like a coherent,

seamless whol-e, Gower's prescription for the present ca1ls for

the end of social struggle, despite the fact that social

struggle is a structural inevitability, for different groups

in any socio-economic arrangement have competing interests.34
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But not only does Gower erase the fact of social
contradiction, dissent, and struggte, but he condemns díssent

as sinful-, using the Bible to buttress his pronouncement.

Gor¿er fortifies his claim about social- struggle by drawing

upon two biblical tales where division is unequivocally

pejorative, the Tower of Babel- and Nebuchadnezzar's dream. In

the discussion of the latter, the poet mergies the biblical
pronouncement about division (as represented by the statue's

clay feet) with his o\¡/n apocalyptic vision of England's

continuing demise. By conflating the bibtical remarks with his

ovJn concerns, Go\,,/er's political agenda gains authority, for
hís agenda seems to be validated by the word of God.

Gower continually legitirnates his position with

Christianity throughout the Confessio in this r/ay. In the Vox

Clamantis, cor^¡er literal-Iy adopts the stance as the voice

crying in the wilderness, as the neglected prophet whose

visionary eyes perceive the ills of society. Gower continues

this posture in the Confessio, particularly in the Prologue,

r¿here it manifests itsel-f in Goh¡er's prophetic tone; in the

apocalyptic predictions about the future of England; through

the conflation with the divineJ-y inspired Daniel; through the

interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar's dream; by the remarkable

insight into the reasons for England's demise; and by the

bibl-ical discourse throughout.35 This reliance on

Christianity to legitimate Gower's cl-ass interests continues

throughout the t.ext in a less pronounced way" For example, the
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confessio intersects with the penitentiar tradition through

its adoption of the sinner-confessor paradigm and through íts
division into books on the seven deadly síns.3ó By posing as

someone who can explain the differences beLween vice and

virtue and as someone who can teach others, Goruer claims a

version of divine authority.3T This posture not only helps

Gor¿er's agenda gain credibility by rnaking it seem like the law

of God, but it also makes the poet,s work appear politically
disinterested" How coul-d a book about a topic so sanctioned by

church authority as the seven deadly sins be politically
motivated? Isn't Gower only discussing transcendental notions

of Right and Wrong?

obviously, however, Gower's di-dacticism is anything but

politically disinterested. If different groups in England

humbly subrnitted to those who occupied higher posi-tions in the

status hierarchy, as Gower recommends, then those who already

held the country's balance of wealth and power would be the

beneficiaries. If social subordinates abandoned competing

demands and accepted the wisdom of their socio-economic

superiors, then again England's ruling group would benefit. In

essence, Gower's vision of an ideal system is actually a

highly visible defense of the social order. Gower

universalizes the sectional interests of the ruling group in
the gui-se of conmon profit" The Confessio's Prologue is a

politically conservative reaction to the legitination crisis

and to challenges to the status quo" Gower attempts to produce
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an historic bloc of support for the ruling group in the guise

of the conmon good in an effort to reproduce socj-a1 relati_ons

at a time when they are being seriously challenged"

Gower's promotion of ¡rcomun profit¡¡ in his larger attempt

to produce hegiemony takes on more subtle forms as weIl" An

important el-ement in Thatcherism's success, HaII explains, rdas

its ability to interact v¡ith popular conceptions and

discourses" The Thatcher regime insecurities and the lost

identities of Britain as a whole" It drew upon British

subjects' shared fantasj-es about themselves as a nation. In

his attempt to participate in the production of hegiemony,

Gower adopts a similar strategy" For example, Go\^rer taps into

England's collective fantasies about itself in terms of its
burgeoning nationalism. In the nid-to-l-ate fourteenth century,

England was becoming increasingly aware of itself as a natíon.

This growth of nationalism during this period is reflected at

numerous sites, including parliamentary petitions" The

developing sense of England as a country is reflected in the

plethora of petitions to parliament from merchants at the tine

soliciting protectionism for English goods. These petitions

claimed, for example, that England's welfare was jeopardized

by the infiltration of foreign goods. (There were also a large

number of related poems, such as the Libel of English Po1icy,

which bragged that English goods v/ere superior to those of any

other country and that commercial ships from England should

dominate the seav/ays. Gower v¡rote one such poem.38¡ There are
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other parriamentary records as well which reflect burgeoning

nationarism" rn 1340, for eNampre, Edv¿ard rrr soricited funds

from parriament for wars against France, arguing' that the

French woul-d destroy the English language"3e

Gower draws upon these nationalist fantasj_es in his
atternpts to produce an hi-storical bloc " In his list of
history's great empires, England becomes a great empire as

well-, by virtue of being listed alongside Babylon, Persia,

Macedonia, and Rome" England irnplicitly becomes the inheritor
of Rome, a tradition which is fairly conmon in Middl-e English

literature (including, for example, Layamon's Brut, where

Brutus, the founder of Eng1and, is a direct descendant of

Aeneas) " Gor¡Ier participates explicitly in this tradition in
the Vox Clamantis, for he continually represents London as

Itthe New Troy"r¡The appeal to nationalism in the Confessio is
also noticeable in such remarks as Gol{er's claim to be writing
this book ¡rIn oure englissh . for Engelonde's saketl

(Prol.23-24) " Not only does the announcement that this book is
for the sake of the country overtly proclaim nationalism, but

the very act of writing poetry in the vernacular in England in
the 1390s j-s of necessity bound up with nationalj-sm.ao The

rise of the vernacular in the second hal-f of the fourteenth

century is intimately intertwined with the rise in

nationalism, inctuding (at a reductive level) its displacement

of French, the language of England's martial foe. Therefore,

even at the fundamental level of writing in English instead of
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in the Ìanguage of the Mirour de l,Omrne, Gowerrs decision to
write in the vernacular is bound up with nationalism. By

appealing to national-ism (both overtly and more inplicitly),
cower conflates his defense of the status guo with arlusions
to England's greatness and thereby appeals to subjects,
collective fantasies about themselves in order to nake his
agenda seem compelling" Gower simultaneously reflects and

constructs his readers' interests: the idea of national glory

probably felt compelling to Gov¡er's audience and, therefore,

by extension, supporting the ruling group couLd also seem

compelling. This is a þrocess of gaining consent, a process of

constructing interests politically and ideologically"
This appeal to nationalism intersecÈs with Gower's

atternpt to play on his audience's anxieties. Throughout the

Prologue, Gov/er repeatedly articulates the inplicit threat of

what could happen if readers do not unite in their efforts.
This threat is announced the mostly clearly at the beginning

of the section on the cotnmons:

Now forto speke of the comune,

ft is to drede of that fortune

Which hath befalle in sondri londes:

Bot often for defalte of bondes

A1 sodeinliche, êts it be wist,

A Tonne, whanne his Iye arist,

Tobrekth and renneth aI aboute,

Which elles scholde noght gon oute,'
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And ek fulofte a litel Skar

Upon a Banke t êy rnen be $/ar,

Let in the Strem, which with gret peine,

If evere man it schat restreigne.

(Prol" 499-51-0)

Not only wil-l- England fail to be glorious if the current

dissension continues, but if unchecked, the third estate could

overrun the country. Like a broken cask spilling its contents

into a ruinous flood, the Commons could break their bonds and

wreak havoc. Gower provides a proverbial maxim about the

blemish on the bank which, before men notice, Iets in a stream

only containable through great effort" The underlying message

is that if the readers fail to unify in their political

actions, peasants witl rage until they are unstoppable and

ravage the land.

Gower is clearly playing upon the anxieties of his

audience, anxieties which various groups must have felt in

light of the recent and continuing barrage of social

uprisings" As occupants of the upper and middle ranks of the

social hierarchy, Gower's readers would be the ones who would

Iose po\^¡er, wealth, and property if peasants seized control of

England. Gower emphasizes this possibility throughout the

Prologue" For example, shortly after the passage guoted above'

Gower bemoans the dominance of Fortune over England: because

of divisiveness within the country, Fortune's wheel is

spinning wiJ-dly and nothing seems to last more than a short
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timer tuso may be seker non astat00 [No estate is secure]

(Prol"552-568)" In this formulation, change is uneguivocally

bad, while the continuation of the status quo is desirable,
Even though a substantial- portion of Gowerrs own readership

would have participated in various v¡ays in the social

uprisings at the time, Go&¡er claims that his readers stand to

lose from social unrest, whether or not they actively
participate in rebell-ions. Although portions of the readership

may have seen their or./n complicity with rebel-Iion as being in

their best interests, Gower presents a different interest as

their olün. This interest involves standing united to safeguard

against peasant usurpation, for according to Gower's Iogic,

any dissension could result in the triumph of the populace: if

!'/e are divided, the poet claims, the masses will- conquer us

all" By rnaking this eguation, Gov/er attempts to produce a

cohesive qroup identity. This identity involves the

ideologicaÌ process of constructing an other: the peasants are

the Other; the peasants are a threat against which readers

must unite. This construction of the Other encourages members

of the audience to think of themselves collective1y, âs a

group with shared interests" By encouraging readers t.o think

of themselves as united, Gower is shaping their interests and

creating a strategic alliance among members of different

g'roups with various j-nterests.
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ÏII. STATUS INCONSISTENCTES AND TALES OF I,OVE

There may appear to be an unbridgeable gap between the

politicar platform outlined in the Prologue and the amorous

tales which form the bulk of the confessio; these innocuous

stories have littl-e apparent connection with social unrest in
late fourteenth-century England. But if these tales are

examined in terms of the cultural narratives that they

endorse, then the gap between the Prologue and the stories
narrows" As the fol-lowing discussion wilL demonstrate, these

confessions of a lover subtly reinforce the political agenda

outlined in the Prologue. Gower tries to generate hegemony

through his reinscription of certain cul-tural narratives which

were compelling to late fourteenth-century audiences. Although

seerningly innocuous, cul-tural- narratives act in v/ays which

Hall considers important in the production of hegemony" They

intersect with people's ideas about themselves and insert
themselves into the necessarily contradictory, fragmentary

nature of common sense" They refl-ect what seems natural- and

wise, while simultaneously revising what is natural and wise"

They al-so tap into popular discourses and tradítions to

explain the world in r^rays that people understand, in an effort
to modify these conceptions.

Throughout the Confessio, Gov/er recurrently draws upon

the conmon cul-tural narrative of aristocratic ideology"

Aristocratic ideology supports the agenda outlined in the

Prologue because it naturalizes socio-economic positions" A
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cultural narrative r+hich claims that virtue is inherited and

that descendants of noble brood are superior men supports

Gower's atternpt to reassert existing rel-ations of domination

and subordination" This fiction buttresses Goú¡er,s insistence
that the social order must remain intact by arguing that
occupants of the higher ranks are innately gifted; thus, the

social hierarchy merely reflects the natural- order. Because of

nature's unequal distribution of gifts, everyone should remain

in the positions allotted at birth, respect rank, and obey

England's rulers. The unegual distribution of wealth and porì/er

reflects the human condition, and as history shows us, Gower

contends, people are happy when they remember this fact and

miserably wa1Ìow in sin when they forget it.
Gower's reassertion of aristocratic ideology not only

functions as an overt affirmation of blood and bloodline, but

he couches the cul-tural narrative in the terms found in Midd1e

English romance. It is important to remember that these tropes

do not convey the imperative of descent in a forthright, manner

but that they mediate status inconsistencies by rationalizing
them through cornpelling scenarios which, in turn, reproduce

the status hierarchy. Although this tradition has a large

repertoire of scenarios which ultimately reinforce

aristocratic ideology, cohrer is only willing to legitinate a

few of them. His refusal to validate other portions of the

tradition is significant because Gower's restrictions point to

some of the specific terms of the larger political agenda for
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which he is trying to gain consent"

i" Leqitinate Status Inconsistencies: The Tale of Florent and

The Tal-e of Constance

By examining the Tale of Florent, a cl_assic example of
the paradigms in romance which mediate status inconsistencies,

it is evident which sÈatus inconsistencies Gower is willing to
condone as J-egitimate" In the TaIe of Florent, the knightly
Florent (an emperor's nephew) is cast in the role of the noble

descendant far enough removed from direct lineage (i"e", not

the first-born son of the emperor) to be excluded from

paternal inheritance. Following convention, Florent therefore

undergoes a delayed adolescence, where he guests for knightly
feats. Being the hero of a fourteenth-century romance instead

of a twelfth-century romance, hora/ever, Florent does not gain

nobility through brave deeds but in a more social- realrn. He

gains nobility by honoring his pledge to return to his

accusers and, more importantly, by upholding his troth to a

hag" In keeping vrith such chivalry, Florent allows his loathly
bride to decide whether to be beautiful by day or by night. It
is such courtly behavior, partially in the arena of marriage,

which earns him the reward of a beautiful princess for a wife"

Such a marriage makes hin the inheritor of his bride's royal

fortune, and hence, his gentle birthplace is aligned wíth an

appropriate station in life and the accompanying pohrer and

riches "
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The alignment of birth, position, and outward nobility ís
further reinforced through the transformat,ions of the female

character" Àn evil stepmother maliciously disrupted the

harmony among blood, posj-tion, and appearance in the female

character by turning her into a hag" But just as the marriage

realigns these terms for Florent, the marriage also realigns
these terms for the bride by restoring the princess to her

former state. McKeon explains that the revelation of a high

birth at the end of a medieval romance happens guite often,

but not in the majority of cases. The revelation of a high

birth, McKeon continues, eases the contradiction in the

narrative caused by the temporary rnisalliance of the terms of

aristocratic ideology: their separation indicates that the

coincidence among the terms is not inherent after all" But the

even more damaging contradiction in the mediation of status

inconsistency which the revelation of noble parentage seeks to
ease is the problem of a character performing noble deeds and

thereby rising in rank. Such a tale inadvertently legitimates
social rnobiJ-ity, and of course, social nobility is at odds

with the narrative of aristocratic ideology. This potential

contradiction inherent within the narrative itself is
eradicated by the revelation of a high birthplace. By

providing the femal-e bride with a high rank (unlike the Wife

of Bath's comparable characterll) Gower ensures that

Florent's v¡ife is a suitable companion in the status hierarchy

for a knight. More importantfy, by providing the bride with a
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high rank and the accompanying riches, Florent røeds into a

position comparable to the one from which he r¡as disinherited.
Thus, the subversive potential of this tale is effectively
contained "

The Tale of Constance also nedj-ates status inconsistency

according to the conventions of late fourteenth-century Middle

English romance. According to the patrilineal system of
inheritance in late fourteenth-century EngIand, nobility
flowed through the veins of male descendants, particularly

first-born sons" Daughters were not in the direct line ej-ther

of nobility or of the accompanying goods. Because of the high

rate of male attrition and the frequent search for surrogate

heirs, daughters often became heiresses and continued fanily
lineages. The Tale of Constance rationalizes the continuation

of virtue through a female descendant, thereby validating the

use of a female heir in lieu of having a male counterpart.

Constance never holds the inheritable position of emperor

herself; she merely provides a male heir in lieu of her

father's inabiJ-ity to generate one. But because the descent of

nobility is not direct but passes into the female line, it is
crucial- that Constance be deemed an appropriate transmitter of

nobility" The tribulations prove that Constance does indeed

possess this trait, for she undergoes trials with the utmost

patience and with constancy and faith in God. Constancy,

McKeon explains, is the utmost proof of a r¡/oman's nobility in

late fourteenth-century English romance and is therefore a
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typical convention by which status inconsistency is justified.

Constancy typicaJ-Iy revolves around a romantic relationship,
but given the discursive intersections in med.ieval \somenrs

spirituality between a !'¡oman's l-ove for her lover and God, it
is reasonable to claim that Constance's constancy in her faith
fulfills the same function as constancy for a lover.42 By

showing herself to be constant and thus virtuous, Constance

proves herself a suitable conduit for a noble inheritance and

thereby mediates the status inconsistency involved in the

process of l-ocating surrogate male heirs"

rn addition to reconfirming aristocratic ideology by

mediating status inconsistency, The TaIe of Constance also

reconfirms this cultural narrative at more localized moments.

This reconfirmation occurs, for example, through the

instantaneous recognition of Constance's nobility by her

future husband:

Sche tolde hem nevere what sche was;

And natheles upon the cas

The king was glad, how so it stod,

For wel he wiste and understod

Sche was a nobl-e creature"

(rr. e1l--e1s)

Evj-dently, Constance's nobility shines through, a trope which

is a conmon affirmation of aristocratic ideology in late

fourteenth-century English romance. When Constance lands in

Northumberl-and, a worthy knight finds her and commits her to
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the care of his v¡ife, who l-oves Constance and is converted by

her" Likewise, when Constance drifts to Rome, she and her

child dwel1 for twel-ve years with the wife of a Roman senator,

The rank of the host farnilies with which she dv¡el1s (she is
not adopted by a carpenter's fanity, after all) points to how

Constance naturallv belongs in the company of those of high

rank. These and other coincidental moments in the narrative

reinf orce rf naturalt! af f inity among birthplace, inherent

nobility, and outward appearance.

The types of status inconsistenci-es these tales validate
are extremely linited. Fl-orent occupies the role of the

disinherited son (at one remove) in medieval romance, the son

who undergoes an extended adolescence, seeking adventures or

love and ul-timately finding a v¡ealthy heiress to wed, thereby

gaining wealth through marriage in lieu of inheriting it. By

marrying a princess, and thereby becoming a prince, Florent

gains a position comparable to the one into which he was born

in terms of the status hierarchy; the gap between what Florent

v/as (a knight who is the emperor's nephew) and what Florent

becomes (a prince) J-s negligible in terms of social rnobility.

Florent simply exchanges one extremely high-ranking position

for another, gaining through marriage a position Iike the one

from which he v/as disinherited. Similarly, Constance's son

does not clirnb the socio-economic l-adder. His grandfather is

an emperor, and he too becomes an emperor. The only status

inconsistency is in the use of Constance as the conduit of
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nobility" In that sense alone does the crowning of Morris as

emperor deviate from typical patrilineal- inheritance patterns.

Thus, in the cases of Florent and Constance, status
j-nconsistencies operate in a very linited sphere, enabling'

only minor substitutions in positions and inherit.ances.

Evidently, Gower is very willing to validate staLus

inconsistencies within restricted perimeters, namely those

involving the exchange of one position for another of egual

value.

ii" fl-legitimate Status Inconsistencies

But minor substitutions are not the only status

inconsistencies which late fourteenth-century Middle English

romances seek to explain. These romances often facilitate much

greater discrepancies in rank" Although the Confessio

frequentl-y narrates inconseguential heir substitutions,
invol-ving eguivalent or near-eguivalent status changes, there

is a noticeable absence of tales involving significant changes

in status. This absence of tal-es which nediate pronounced

status inconsistencies indicates that Gower is unwilling to

reproduce the recurrent paradigms from medieval romance which

negotiate significant status changes"

The continual presence of .Amans foregrounds hor,s

negotiations of status inconsistencies operate in a closed

system in the Confessio. Throughout the poem, Amans proves

hinself unswerving in l-ove: Amans has dressed bet.ter for love;
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he freguents his lady's dwelling; he reads to his beloved; he

chats to her servants to lj-nger longer in her presenceÍ he

rides with her to church; he thinks about her during mass; and

he shows his devotion in numerous other ways. Even after
Genius has explained every vice in great detail, even after
Genius has provided a vast repertoire of storj-es to illustrate
his points, and even after nearJ-y Èhirty thousand lines of
poetry, Amans is still constant in love" Although constancy is
the most conmon method by which status inconsistency is
reconciled in late fourteenth-century English romance, Amans'

unswerving devotion comes to no ava j-l.

t{hy? Venus provides the answer in the closing scenes, in
response to Amans' reguest for he1p. Venus appears and

explains to her devotee that he is not an appropriate member

of her exclusive court:

For loves lust and lockes hore

In chambre acorden neveremore,

And thogh thou feigne a yong corage,

It scheweth wel be the visage

That olde grisel is no fole:

There ben fulmanye yeres stole

With thee and with suche othre mo,

That outward feignen youthe so

And ben withinne of pore assay.

Min herte wolde and I ne may

Is noght beloved nou adayes,"
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Er thou make eny suche assaies

To love, and faile upon the fet,
Betre is to make a beau retret;
For thogh thou rnyhtest love atteigne,
Yit were it bot an ydel peine,

Whan that thou art noght sufficant
To holde love his covenant.

Forthi tak hom thin herte ayein,

That thou travaile noght in vein,

Wherof rny Court may be deceived.

(vrrr "24o4-2423)

Venus explains that l-ove's lust cannot dwel-l in a hoary

chamber and that although he adopts a ttyong coragerr¡ Amans'

face betrays his age. The outward appearance feígns youth but

the inward essence is of poor metal (t¡That outward feignen

youthe so/ And ben withínne of pore assayrr IVIII "2410-2411] ) "

Before attempting love and failing rniserably, Venus continues,

it. is better to retreat gracefully. Although Amans night

attain love, he is insufficient to hold love's covenant" She

therefore advises Amans to take his heart home agaj-n so that

he doesn't labor in vain.

Tn effect, Venus' argument is grounded in aristocratic

ideology. Venus points out that Aman's old face and hoary

Iocks are inconsistent r,sith his actions, the love-longing and

courting appropriate to youth" More importantly, she also

argues that Amans' outward pretense does not coincide with his
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inv¡ard essence, because he is of poor metal, a reference

recalling the tiered statue in Nebuchadnezzay's drean and the

relation of its metals to the status hierarchy" Thís reference

(which i^¡ill be discussed at length shortly) provides insight,

into one of the main reasons for Amans, fail-ure" Fins amor is
a courtly occupation, and Amans lacks the proper essence to
succeed at fins amor" Amans gains nothing for his dedication

because he is inappropriate for the exclusive court of love.

When Amans is cured, he stops occupying himself with pastines

above his station and adopts the more suitabl-e occupation of
poet. Florent and Constance (who are born nobJ-e) can prove

their nobility through trj-als, love, and constancy, while

Amans (who is not born noble) proves nothing, except that he

ought to choose a different occupation" The text's refusal to

all-ow this constancy to prove his worthiness reflects the

Confessío's }arger refusal to acknowledge noble gualities in
those not of high birth: only those who already possess

nobility and an appropriate social position can prove their
worthiness and thereby gain nobility through the means

provided in medieval romance.

The TaIe of the False Bachelor exemplifies the

Confessio's refusal to legitimate the scenarios which

facilitate significant status changes in Middle English

romance. The knight in the TaIe of the Fa1se Bachelor wins a

bride of high lineage guite handily. The false bachelor,

however, does not win his lofty prize through the usual means
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by which characters in medieval romance win their spouses.

Tnstead, he acguires ¡'nobili-ty¡¡ through duplicity, wedding a

sordan's daughter through the guise of r¡nobility* won through

lying, theft, and betrayal, rather than actually proving his
internal merit and thereby earning his position honestly" The

prince who is usurped by the knight provides a stark contrast,

for this character successfully performs the series of tropes

typically req-uired by one of romance's most conmon scenarios

for rnediating status inconsistencies: he leaves his

birthplace, enjoys an extended adolescence by seeking

adventures, and performs a host of noble feats in arms. The

prince in the TaIe of the Fa1se Bachelor thereby proves

hirnsel-f both nobl-e and worthy of an egually high-ranking

bride. Again, Gower ensures that the character who proves

himself inwardly noble is of noble birth, a reçluirement which

the medieval romance tradition j-s much more willing to forgo.

The juxtaposition between the noble prince and the deceitful-

knight foregrounds the Confessio's refusal to validate the

possibility that a character who is not born noble could ever

possess nobility. This impossibility, by extension, points to

a further irnpossibility in the Confessio--the medj-ation of

significant status inconsistency" The knight in the Tal-e of

the False Bachel-or is the only character in the entire poem

who enjoys any degree of social rnobilitya3--and he gains

mobility through deceit. By including in the huge compilation

of amorous tales only one character who gains social rnobility
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and by having that improvement in status &ron through

duplicity, cov¿er refuses to reinforce tales which Iocate

internal merit in those of middle-to-1or,¡ births " This refusal,
in turn, is a decided rejectíon of the narratives from romance

which mediate significant disparities in status" When placed

in a larger context of cultural narraÈives, these deviatj-ons

from the romance tradition translate into Gower's refusal to

endorse social fictions which mask inconsistencies in status

when those inconsistencies include significant variations in
socio-economic positions "

Narratives which facil-itate substantial alterations in
rank are not only an impossibility in this text, but the

Confessio makes it clear what it means to violate the social

order in this v¡ay" The character of Nebuchadnezzar exemplifies

what rrpresuming¡¡ to rise above one's rank, for example, means.

Gower's discussion of Nebuchadnezzar's Punishment in Book One

(Pride) recounts how Nebuchadnezzar, the powerful monarch,

grows so proud that he fancies himself a god on earth"

Believing himsel-f to be better than he actually is, he

disavows his or¡¡n mortality and refuses to acknowledge his

heavenly superior. Because of his proud defiance,

Nebuchadnezzar is severely punished until he humbl-es himself

in submission to his divine ru1er. This is a tale about what

it means to step out of one's place in the hierarchy.

According to the logic of the ta1e, by violating: one's place

in the hierarchy, one becomes a beast: a person who forgets
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his/her "rightful¡s position is fal-se to nature or acting tike
a beast. A person only emerges from beastl-iness by recognizing

his/her proper position, by shoning the prerequi-site deference

to superiors, and by rearizing that it is unnatural to desire
to be better than one is" Because this is an exemplum

il-Iustrating the vice of Pride, trespassing boundaries in the

hierarchy is not only arrcArant, according to the logic of the

tale, but it may endanger one's soul" The confl-ation between

transgressing rank and risking eternal damnation not only

resul-ts from this tal-e being an exemplum about the deadtiest

of the seven sins, but this eguation is also irnplied through

Nebuchadnezzar's punishment. His violation of the order is an

affront to God himself and God punishes his subject

accordingly. This punishment acts as an implicit threat to
readers: rrvi-o1ate the divinely ordained social order, and you

are cornmitting a sin, perhaps even endangering your soul.t!

Rather than violate the social order--and hence be proud,

sinful, and (possibly) damned--Gower offers an alternative.
This solution l-ooms large in Nebuchadnezzar,s Dream. The image

has hierarchy inscribed upon its body, in that its sections

are comprised of a gradation of metals, arranged with the most

impressive metal- (gold) at the head, the next valuable metal

(silver) beneath, and so forth" Given that Gower draws

analogies between the social body and the individual body, as

the discussion of the Prologue demonstrates, the

differentiation of metal-s becomes a metaphor for the status
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hierarchy" In this status hierarchy, the higher portions of
the sociar body are made of superior met,aI, while rower

porti-ons are made of weaker matter" John Fisher recalls Jean

Gerson's interpretation of the statue in Nebuchadrtezzaytg

dream. Gerson gives the image an explicitly political
signification by combining the Platonic figure of golden

leaders, silver auxiliaries, and iron and brass artisans and

husbandmen with the iconology of the social body" The golden

head symbolizes the king; the silver breast and arms signify
knights; the brass stomach stands for merchants; the iron legs

and clay feet represent laborers. Fisher argues that Gower

used this political dimension in the construction of his
statue, both in the Vox and in the Confessio (l-86-l-87).

McKeon's discussion of the tradition of the Hesiodic

allegory of metals is extremely helpfut for adding an extra

dirnension to this statue. In the Republic, McKeon explains,

Plato provides a highly self-conscious example of a rnyth of

social- Iineage" .A,fter formul-atj-ng what a model conmonhrealth

might look like, Socrates decides that the republic will
function most effectively if a rrnatural-" division of labor is

al-lowed to flourish. Each person shoul-d do what he is most

rrnaturaJ-Iyrr suited for" Socrates then describes a caste

system, which he legitirnates by providing a rnyth of

autochthonous origins. At the heart of this rnyth is a Hesiodic

allegory of metal-s. The several naturaL castes are determined

by the sort of metal--gold, silver, iron, oy brass--that the
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gods have mixed in their respective memberships. McKeon

explains that this myth claims that one gains virtue by

excelling at the occupati-on for which one has a natural
aptitude--an occupation which corresponds neatly to those

available to members of their respective castes. This cultural
narratj-ve thereby becomes a social fiction used to justify an

existing social stratification, a version of which was quite

conmon in medieval political theory (l-36-1-37) "

The statue in the Confessio thus acts as an argument (one

of several in the poemaa¡ against any form of status

inconsistency" It is an argument--based on essentialism--for

staying in one's place, an argument similar to the Prologue's

comments regarding members of the social body. People lower on

the socio-economic scale are made of poorer metal, while those

higher up are made of superior substances. The social

hierarchy, including the unequal distribution of wealth and

pov/er, reflect this state of being. This order is ordained by

God and nature alike" Basically, the statue in

Nebuchadnezzar's- dream acts as an argument for aristocratic

ideology in its most reductive form--the all-prevailing

importance of birth and bloodline, with no status

inconsistencies¡ Do leeway, tro exceptions in the rrnaturalr¡

order al-Iowed. Not only is there no narrative space for

significant status inconsistencies in this loorning irnage, in

the tal-e of Nebuchadnezzar's Punishment, or in any other tales

in the Confessio, but as Nebuchadnezzar's Dream and
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Nebuchadnezzar's Punishment indicate, Gower provides

threatening cultural narratives about the consequences of
transgressing the social order. For individuals, like
Nebuchadnezzar, by viorating the sociar order, a person risks
being punished, incurring the wrath of God, and possibly

damning his/her soul. On a wider scal-e, âs in the case of
Nebuchadnezzar's statue, violations of the social order could

resul-t in the threat discussed earlier, nameì-y the deinise of

EngIand.

iii" Foreclosing Routes Used to Mediate Status fnconsistencies

Not only is the category of status inconsistencies

restricted to aII but the few possessing nobility at birth,
but the Confessio further reduces the possibility of mediating

status inconsistencies by all but foreclosing the most conmon

methods of reconciling these gaps. Routes which typically
ennoble characters in late medieval romance are negated in the

Confessio. For example, Gower nearly forecloses love's
potential to transform in any productive v/ay. McKeon explains

that late medieval romance grants love a tremendous amount of

transformative por¡/er, making it one of the prirnary conduits of

status reconciliation. McKeon adds that love is an ambivalent

force, possessing the power to transform either upward or

downward, with the pejorative transformation typically

occurring only briefly, before the ultimate ennobling (l-43-

148) " fn the Confessio, love remains a powerful transformative
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force; however, it typically transforms for the worst. Amans

demonstrates this unfortunate transformative power most

readily, for in his amorous pursuits, he abandons reason and

becomes foolish" This foolishness is continually foregrounded

through his inability to interpret the t.ales ¡¡intelligently'¡

or to learn anything over the course of the poem because his
wits are dulled by love" Once Amans abandons love, his reason

returns, and he no longer plays the fool"

Amans' case is not unigue according to the logic of the

Confessio" As Genius explains, Iove tvpicallv transforms men

into l-esser beings. In his discussion of drunkenness at the

beginning of Book Four (Gluttony), for example, Genius

explains that there was never a drunk man who lost half as

much wit through drink as men--who when r¡of love adoted,/ And

so bewhaped and assotedrr--lose through love. Lovers' thoughts

qrow so drunk with amorous incl-inations that they forget

reason (VI.76-87) " In response, Amans admits that he is one of

those men intoxicated by love: rrBot I am overcome so,/ And

torned fro miself so cJ-ene,/ That ofte f wot noght what I

menerr (VI.118-120)" Amans explains that he is so drunk with

musings of l-ove, that his wit fails and his brain is

overturned, and thus his manner is so misturned that he

forgets everything and stands like a ¡¡mased manrr (VI.l-28-l-32) "

The effects of love explained here are not the ennobling ones

found in romance, but for Amans and for lovers in gieneral,

love turns men into fools.
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Love al-so transforms men i-nto thieves " In the discussion

of covetousness in Book V (Avarice), Genius explains that
covetousness has tv¿o companions, stealth and Michery, who take

their prey in secret v¿here none may see. In daylight,
covetousness picks pockets and cuts purse strings" Like a

hound, covetousness slips into the fold, takes what he wants,

then, after wiping his rnouth on the grass, feigns cheer the

next day as he sleeps (V"6476-6542). There are lovers, too,

who practice stealth, seeking ways to steal kisses" Amans says

he is no thief but admits that at night, while others sleep,

he wishes he were a magician so that he night transform

hirnself and fly into his beloved's chamber to steal something

of love (V.6543-6700). Following this exchange, Genius tells
the Tal-e of Leucothoe in which Phebus is so smitten with love

for the maidenly Leucothoe that he slips into Leucothoe's

chamber and rapes her. When her father discovers the deed, he

dares not guarrel v¡ith Phebus, but commands his daughter to be

buried alive (V.6784-6806). The Tale of Hercules and Faunus

follov¡s, in which Faunus unsuccessfully attempts to rape Eolen

(V.6807-6960)" Throughout Book V, Genius provides more tales

of rape and atternpted rape" Genius discusses the vice of

Robbery with Amans, explaining that there are lovers, who, if

they find a v/oman alone, will force themselves on her. To

illustrate his point, Genius provides the Tale of Neptune and

Cornix, where Neptune attempts to assaul-t Cornix, but she

prays to PaJ-Iis, who helps her escape in the form of a crow
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from Neptune" The TaIe of Calistona follows, a tale which

features a lroman ro¡ho has decided to remain a maiden and Èo

dwe1I with Diana's nymphs. One day Jupiter comes suddenly upon

her and steals her virginity" When her womb later swells,

Diana and the nynphs cast her out into the forest (V"6ZZS-

6337 ) " There are numerous other narratives which include rapes

as wel-l: The Marriage of Prithous, Apollonius of Tvre, The

Tal-e of Gal-ba and Vitellus, The Tale of Arçrus and Mercurv, and

so forth. The plethora of rape narratives in the Confessio

reflect how love in the Confessio is rarely an ennobling

force; Iove is recurrentl-y represented as being deceptive,

predatory, thievish, and bestial" Rather than transporting the

l-over to greater heights, Iove typically turns the lover into
everything from a blundering fool to a beast who would rape"

By recurrently representing love as a conduit to fool-ishness

and/or bestiality, the Confessio almost entirely forecloses

the possibility of l-ove's ability to transform upward and

thereby closes off one of the most conmon routes by which

English romance explains in a compelling way status

disparities.

The Confessio further forecloses the possibility of

rnediating significant status inconsistency through its
proposed merit/reward system. There are an extremely lirnited

number of tales involving lovers v/ho, neither foolish nor

predatory, remain faithful to love. In these tales, love

retains some of its positive transformative power, with
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characters being rev¡arded for constancy" These rewards,

hor¡ever, are typically deferred until the ¡'afterlife.00 This

deferral- is apparent in the handfur of tales where the gods

reward mortal-s for devotion to love by metarnorphosing those

characters upon ¡rdeathrt into other life forms" In the Tale of
Ceix and Al-ceone, for example, Alceone patiently awaits her

husband's return. Discovering his corpse adrift in the sea,

Alceone leaps into the deep water, careless of death" Pitying

the couple, the gods change thern into birds (lV"2927-3123) .

The Tale of Acis and Galatea tells of Poliphemus' love for
Galatea, but how she (who loved another) rejects hirn. Hoping

to grieve her in her l-ove, Poliphemus slays Galatea's beloved

Acis. Galatea flees to the sea, where Neptune takes her into
his charge. Meanwhile, the gods transform Acis into a spring

with fresh streams, as he had been fresh in love (fI"97-200).

In the TaIe of Dernophon and Phyll-is, a suitor pledges his

troth to gueen Phy11is, and she indulges his desires. Demophon

leaves, promising to return in a month" When the appointed day

arrives, Demophon fail-s to appear and Phyllis hangs herself.
Out of pity, the gods shape her into a tree (fv.73l--886). As

these exempla indicate, in the rare cases where faithful

service to l-ove is rewarded, the reward is usually deferred

until the 'rafterl-ife,tt rather than involving any material

reward in this l-ife"as The possibility of earningr nobility

through faithful love service and thereby rising in status is

negated by the promise of reward at death instead. This
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possibility is not only negated by the timing of these

rewards, but by the forms that gifts take. Faithful service

ultinately facilitates metamorphoses into birds, springs,

trees, and other forms of animal, vegetable, and mineral- Iife.
It is irnpossible to talk about the material gains and

improvement j-n status because these transformations are

removed from worldly economics and are working in an entirely
different symbolic economy" By relocating merit and reward in
such different terms, Gower again forecloses the possibilities

offered in romance for negotiating substantial status

inconsistencies "

iv" The Siqnificance of Gower's Al-terations to the Romance

Tradition

How are Gower's alterations to the romance tradition
significant? How is Gower's refusal to nediate substantial

status discrepancies and his forecl-osure of the typical routes

used to facilitate these discrepancies related to the

production of consent? There are no doubt numerous answers to

these guestions. One such answer involves an inherent

contradiction within romance's mediation of large disparities

in status, a contradiction mentioned briefly earlier" on the

one hand, the fiction of earning nobility through deeds and

love and thereby earning one's social position helps cover

over contradictions in a patrilineal system of inheritance,

where recruitment from bel-ow i-s one recurrent means by which
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patrilineal inheritance compensates for the impossibility of

sustaining a continual- mal-e lineage" In this respect, the

fiction of earned nobility supports aristocratic ideology by

explaining structurar fl-aws in a complex and ideorogically
compelling rday" On the other hand, the fiction of earned

nobility simultaneously challenges aristocratic ideology by

foregrounding the possibitity that nobility may not be

entirely coincident with high birth and therefore ordained by

God and naturet it is possible to acquire nobility"
It is important to think of the relation between this

possibility and medieval readers" Typicaffy, readers of l-ate

Midd1e English romance would have had before them a recurrent

paradigm which validated the possibility of social nobility.
Instead of concentrating on the larger purpose of the ta1e,

readers could have focused on the smaller fiction--one which

demonstrated that it was possible to clirnb the socio-economic

ladder--and used this narrative as an exemplum for their or¡rn

lives" This is not to claim that there is an unproblematic

relation between the audience and the text, where the audience

learns from the stories that it reads. This is a much more

sophisticated idea of mediation, one that involves a mutual

relationship between the audience and text, where the text
both simultaneously reflects and constructs the reader.

Romance tales which include a character's social- cIímbing

naturalize the possibility of inproving one,s rank and make

such improvement seem like a viable option
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By always revealing a high birth and by mediating status

within extremely limited perameterso Gower tries to help

reconstruct the ways in which audience members think of
themselves, their relation to their ov¡n positions in the

status hierarchy, and their relation to others. Gor¿er at.tempts

to revise how his audience rnight conceive of social rnobility
by replacing romance narratives about social mobility with

tales about punishment for violating rank and with tal-es of

the threat to society that such transgression entails"
Mobility in the Confessio is no longer a praiseworthy

phenomenon; and rather than an endeavor which earns rewards,

it is a sin against the divinely ordained natural order" This

revisionísm seems particularly important in terms of the

demographics of Gower's audience. As discussed earlier, Go$/er

envisions his audience as including not only aristocrats and

members of the clergy, but occupants of the niddle ranks of

secul-ar society as wel1" Many members of these niddle ranks

were the ones who were upwardly mobile. As explained in the

earl-ier historical discussion, many of the wealthier merchants

in late fourteenth-century England, for example, vrere

accumulating sufficient amounts of wealth to purchase land and

to rise into the aristocracy" Many of the l-ess wealthy

merchants improved the social standing of their children by

sending their sons to university to be lawyers and by marrying

theír daughters into the gentry. These men and t.heir children

v/ere some of the important exceptions in the replication of
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the status hierarchy that romance narratives tried to exprain

in a convincing manner. Gower's revisionism of romance

narratives, in part, addresses this group of read.ers,

suggesting a message not unlike the following one: ff you

transgiress the social order, you may be punished for violating
God's will-; think of the possible consequences to society as

weI1" By exorcising social rnobility from the narratives and by

replacing these narratives with tales of woe for violating the

natural- order, Gower attempts to impress upon the ltrniddling

sortsrr in his audience that they ought to remain in the socio-

economic positions that they currently occupy

When Gower wrote the Confessio, the fundamental

contradiction between aristocratic ideology and the subsidiary

fiction of earned nobility was foregrounded in a dramatic v/ay"

As explained in the earlier historical discussion, one of the

prirnary reasons for the strain on aristocratic ideology lìras

the excessive reliance on methods of patriline repair.
Exceptions had become so j-mportant for the maintenance of the

status hierarchy that their obvious presence partially

demystified the narrative of aristocratic ideology I a

narrative which played an important role in maintaining the

status hierarchy. The exception which involved social rnobility

was particularly damaging to the reproduction of social

relations because it foregrounded how positions were not

inherent at birth, decreed by God and nature alike, but that

social positions were acquired. It was not entirely clear horrr
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these social positions &¡ere acquired, either, so that the

arbitrariness of socio-economic position was beconing visible.
Because of the heavy reliance on patríÌine repair, the fiction
of mediating status inconsist.ency through nobility v/as

obviously acguiring a significant degree of hegemony when

Gower was writing. The tales in the Confessio are a response

to this increasing hegemony, for they attempt to shut down the

possibility of mobility, offered in the medieval romance

tradition, as a legitimate means of mediating variations in
status" The Confessio attempts to foreclose the possibility of
rnobility by reducing the exception category as a whole" By

refusing to facilitate significant changes in status and by

foreclosíng the routes by which romance mediates

inconsistencies, the Confessio encourages readers to see

exceptions in the reproduction of the status hierarchy as

virtually impossible to obtain. By extension, the Confessio

attempts to dissuade those readers from who occupy middting

socio-economic positions from aspiring to greater heights by

inplying that only the truly exceptional attain such

positions.

Gower's drastic reduction of the category of those who

coul-d possess the f¡cor noblerr atternpts to modify the ways in

which the audience thinks of itself in other ways as welI" By

providingi numerous tales which reconfirm the relation between

internal- rnerit and high birth and by simultaneously

eliminating those which contain the possibility for someone
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not born of nobility to have such outstanding internal
gualities, Gower coaxes the nobility to consider themselves

worthy recipients of their socio-economic positions. Likerrise,

he encourages the nobility to consider the lower classes

suited to occupy the positions whj-ch they inhabit. These

distinctions would help shape how the nobility thought of

itself in relation to other groups and thereby help structure

social relations. Gower's revisions also attempt to construct

the way that readers who occupy the middl-e rungs of the socio-

economic ladder think of themsel-ves" This group of readers,

v¡ho also see the nobility of the elite reconfirmed repeatedly

throughout the text (but not the potential nobility of

middling sorts), are encouraged to think of their social

betters as worthy of the status that they enjoy because of

their inherent. superiority" By the same token, readers who

occupy the middle ranks are encouraged to think of themselves

as less worthy so that the same messages provided in the

Prologue are delivered more subtly: recognize the superiority
of Lhose above; they're r+iser and they know what is in the

best interests of all; be humble and submissive," bow to the

head of the social body; and abandon divisiveness.

The reward system which Gower constructs is another

example of an atternpt to produce consent for the social order"

In the rare cases that his narratives applaud faithful
devotion to love, they do so by rewarding constancy not with

improvements in status and with the accompanying material
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goods promised by romance, but with some reward bestowed by

the gods upon death" This deferral of rewards into the

afterrife attempts to reproduce social rerations in that it
recal-l-s a christian system of rerr¡ard and punishment upon

death" In doing so, the Confessio participates in the

effective strategy of encouraging members of the social
arrangiement to patiently endure their lots in life, with the

promise of riches in heaven"

The shape that these rewards take is even more important

than r.¡hen they are bestowed" By transforming faithful lovers

into birds, springs, trees and other forms of animal,

vegetable, and mineral- life, the Confessio relocates the

reward system in an entirety different economy than the

economy of romance. Medieval romance narratives are grounded

in the material- economies of the culture which produced those

taIes, but in the Confessio, it no longer makes sense to think
in material terms; instead, reward adopts an other-wor1dly

guality. By shifting away from romance's rnaterial-ism into a

very different register, the Confessio forecloses discussions

of material conditions" Not only does it no longer make sense

to discuss monetary gains, but the terms necessary for such a

discussion--including wealth, title, property--are strikingly

absent, thereby thwarting any discussion of material

conditions" This other-worldliness of the reward system is

part of the larger mystification strategy of the Confessio"

The tal-es do not discuss such petty matters as the unequal
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distribution of wealth and access to power. Rather, the tales
concern themsel-ves ç¡ith hígher matters--with nothing short of
Truth" As Gower announces in the Prologue, these tales recount

the wisdom of o1d and are r*ritten for the wise man (pro1 "66-
72) ì they draw upon the texts of the great auctors and

therefore represent the highest knowledge known to man. Given

such a lofty subject, there is no room for discussions of how

one acquires privileged positions or why some people enjoy the

material- goods which accompany those positions, while other

people do not" Instead, these tales provide a vocabulary and

a conceptual framework for thinking only in terms of

transcendental notions of Right and Wrong.

This disavowal of politics is a very helpful strategy for
producing consent for hegernony. By revising the terms of

rev¡ard in medieval romance, Gower inserts his poetry into the

categories in which his audience thinks and begins to nodify

them" He attempts to shift his audience's thoughts a!{ay from

such issues as the acguisition of socio-economic positions and

guestions of whether or not one deserves the position one has,

to issues which camouflage class antagonisms. He redj-rects

attention towards categories Iike Right and Wrong, as well as

towards beauty, poetry, and Truth" By redirecting the

audience's attention in this wây, cower attempts to

reconstruct readers' interests. Their interests lie not in

discussing crass materialist concerns and in fighting against

social injustice, but in the investigation of loftier matters.
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The contemplation of loftier matters helps thwart the

articulation of class antagonisms, for rather than expending

energy changing the socio-economic structure, audience members

r+ho occupy the middle ranks of society can see themselves

united with the aristocracy in pursuit. of the finer things in
life "
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CONCLUSÏON

After Gower's historical context, economic position, and

poriticar agenda have been restored, it becomes clear that the

most conmon epithet assigned to the poet--tt¡oraI Gower¡¡--is

problematic at best. The Confessio is not a moral guide to
living" Rather, it is an important cultural document which

records the anxiety of a member of the dominant. group in
England shortly after the Peasants' Revolt, in the midst of a

legitirnation crisis" The Confessio represents an attempt to

safeguard against further unrest by atternpting to produce

consent for the reproduction of social relations and thereby

safeguard the unequal distribution of por¡/er and wealth, a

system of which rrmoral Gowerrt is a beneficiary"
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NOTES

l-" several medj-eval-ists have argued versions of this position.
This position is argued the rnost explicitry and the most

extensively in the following critical- works: George C"

Cof fman, ¡rJohn Gower in his Most Signif icant RoIerr0 in
El-izabethan Studies and Other Essays in Honor of George F.

Revnolds (Boulder: University of Colorado Studies, 1,945); John

Fisher, John Gower: Moral- Philosopher and Friend of Chaucer

(New York: New York University Press, 196Ð; Russell Peck,

Kingship & Cornmon Prof it in Gower's Confessio Amantis

(Carbondale: Southern fll-inois University Press | 1,978) ì and

Elizabeth Porter, rrGower's Ethical Microcosm and Pol-itical
Macrocosmrrr in Gower's Confessio Amantis: ResÞonses and

Reassessments (Cambridge: D. S" Brewer, l-983) "

2" For his most detail-ed discussion of hegemony, consent, and

historical blocs, see Antonio Gramsci's chapter entitled t¡The

Modern Princerr in Selections from the Prison Notebooks, edited

and translated by Quintin Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell Smith (New

York: International Publishers, L987 ) " For a brief explanation

of the term ¡thegemonyrr¡ refer to The Dictionarv of Marxist

Thought, edited by Tom Bottomore (oxford: Basil B1ackwell

Ltd. , 1-991-) , pp. 229-23L.

3 " This argument about Thatcherisrn and hegemony appears j-n
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Stuart HaII, The Hard Road to Renewal: Thatcherism and the

Crisis of the Left (London: Verso, 1990).

4 " Louis Althusser rnakes this argiument in his essay entitred.
¡¡Ideology and Ïdeological State Apparatuses¡¡ in Lenin and

Philosophy, transl-ated by Ben Brewster (New York: Monthly

Review Press I I97I) "

5" See Richard Halpern, The Poetics of Primitive Accumulation

( Ithaca: Cornell University Press , 1-99L) | 85-l-00 , f or an

excellent discussion of how discourses of capacity and hard

work permeated Tudor schooling rnanuals and practices.

6" In his notes to The Origins of the Enqlish Novel, l-6OO-1740

(Baltirnore: The John Hopkins University Press , L987) , 458,

Michael McKeon cites the following texts, where medievalist.s

have argued that it is plausible to see the social purpose of

medieval romance as the mediation and explanation of status

inconsistencies within the system of patrilineal inheritance

in the Middle Ages: F. L" Ganshof, Feudal-ism, translated by

Philip Grierson, 3rd English edition (New York: Harper

Torchbooks, 1964) | l-39-140; David Herlihy, ¡rThree Patterns of

Social- Mobility in Medieval- History,rr Journal of

Interdiscipl-inary History, 3 (1973) | 625, 626, 632ì R" Howard

Bl-och, Medieval French Literature and Law (Berkeley:

University of California Press, 1977),98-99; Georges Duby,
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¡'Northv¡est France; The 'Young, in Twelfth-Century Aristocratic
Society, t¡ in Socia1 Historians in Contemporary France: Essays

from Annales (New York: Harper Torchbooks, L97Z), g7-ggî

George Duby, Medieval Marraiqe: Two Models from Tr¿¿eIfth-

Century France (Baltimore: Johns HopkÍns University press,

1978) , 14; Herbert Moller, ¡tThe Social- Causation of the

Courtly Love Complexrrr Comparative Studies in Societv and

History l- ( 1-959 ) , L46-1,57 ; and Lionel Rothkrug, ¡¡Popular

Religion and Holy Shrines: Their Influence on the Origins of

the German Reformation and Their RoIe in German Cultural

Development," in Retigion and the People, 8OO-l-700, edited by

James Obelkevich (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina

Press , 1-979) , 26, 57 .

7 " See Rodney Hilton's
Crisis of Feudalism?'¡

Feudal-ism (London: The

chapter entitled rrWas There a General

in Class Conflict and the Crisis of

Hambl-edon Press, 1985)

I " R. B" Dobson, rrThe

Scarborough, l-380-1381tt in

by R. H. Hilton and T.

University Press I L9B7).

9" A.

13 g 1r¡

Risings in York, Beverley and

The English Rising of l-381, edited

H" Aston (Canbridge: Carnbridge

F"

in

Butcher, rrEnglish Urban Society

The English Risinq of 1381.

and the Revol-t of
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10" Alan Harding, ¡rThe Revolt against the Justices¡t in The

Encrlish Rising of l-381"

l-1" It is irnportant to distinguish between the ruling
burgesses of towns such as Bury St" Edmunds and the interests
of the ruling group which Gower is supporting. A developed

merchant cl-ass existed in late medieval- England in

approximately thirty of the larger towns, both ports and

important regional centers of trade (Christopher Dyer,

Standards of livinq in the later Middle Aqes: Social- chanqe in

England c. 1200-1520 [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,

19901, 23-25) . In the towns with developed merchant classes,

the wealthiest merchants usually held the balance of power by

occupying the town's leading offices. These merchants were not

part of the aristocrâcy, but had typically accumulated

sufficient wealth to purchase land and to acguire powerful

political positions" The interests of these merchants as a

group may or may not have coincided with those of the

aristocracy in fourteenth-century England, depending upon the

specific issue and the historical moment" Therefore, when this

thesis refers to interests of the ruling, dominant group as

the interests threatened by the legitimaLion crisis and, by

extension, as the interests which Gower supports, it is

important to emphasize that this group is the aristocrâcY, not

the newly wealthy merchants which l¡rere the burgesses of

certain industrial-ized urban areas.
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For an excellent discussion of distinctions amongi various
positions in the status hierarchy, see the first chapter,
r¡Late Medieval society,¡f of christopher Dyer,s standards of
riving in the later Middle Ages: sociar change in England c"

1200-l-520" As an example of a rnedieval town whose leaders hrere

wealthy merchants, see Robert S" Gottfriedrs extensive study

of Èhe politics of Bury St. Edmunds in the Midd1e Ages, Bury

St" Edmunds and the Urban Crisis:1290-l-539 (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 1-982) " This study provides a

detailed profile of the mercantil-e oligarchy in Bury in the

Middle Ages and an in-depth examination of the interests that
this specific group promoted"

12. Rodney Hilton, rrsocial Concepts in the English Rising of
l-381-'' in Class Conflict and the Crisis of Feudal-isrn.

13. J" L. Bolton, rrCrisis and Change in the Agrarian Economy¡!

in The Medieval Enqlish Economy, l-1-50-l-500 (London: J. M. Dent

& Sons, Ltd., l-980) "

L4. Interestingly, the statute undercuts its atternpt to
legislate aristocratic ideology through the categories that it
constructs, for inherited positions are continually linked

with rtearnedrr ones (such as successful merchants) because the

categories are based upon a person's total property, goods,

and annual income" See Frances El-izabeth Batdwin's Sumptuary
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Leqislation and Personal Regul-ation in Enqland (BalÈinore: The

John Hopkins University Press, 1-926), 47-5I, for a detail_ed

sunmary of the ordinance of l-361-.

15. This discussion of fourteenth-century English sumptuary

legislation is based on the first chapter of Frances Elizabeth

Baldwin's Sumptuarv Lecrislation and Personal Regulation in

Enql-and.

16" For examples of satires regarding dress, see ¡¡satirical

Songs and Poems on Costume,r¡ in Early Enqlish Poetrv, Ballads

and Popul-ar Literature of the Midd1e Aqes, edited by F" W"

Fairholt, VoI. XXVf I (London: Richards, 1-849) " See also

Richard the Redeless, in The vision of Wil-liam concerning

Piers Plowman in three parallel texts: together with Richard

the Redeless, edited by Walter W. Skeat, vols " I-2 (Oxford:

Cl-arendon Press, 1886) .

17. Michael McKeon, The Oricrins of the English Novel, l-600-

1-740, 150-151; Roger Virgoe, Private Life in the Fifteenth

Century: Illustrated Letters of the Paston Family (New York:

[.]eidenfeld & Nicolson, l-989), 20i Karen Newman, rrDressing Up:

Sartorial Extravagance in Early Modern Londonrt in Fashioning

Femininitv and Enqlish Renaissance Drama (Chicago: The

University of Chicago Press, L99I) î and Richard Halpern, The

Poetics of Primitive Accumulation, 38-45. Baldwin, Newman, and
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Halpern arso exprain that one of the other most significant
goars of sumptuary legislation was to regulate purchasing so

as to promote home industry, for example, by specifying the
types of fabrics that one should purchase.

18" For an excellent discussion of the effective workings of
ideology, see Louis Althusser,s important essay lrldeology and

Ideologj-caJ- State Apparatusesr¡ in Lenin and Philosophv"

19. See, for example, r¡satirical Songs and Poems on Costumer¡¡

Earl-y Engl-ish Poetry, Ballads and Poputar Literature of the

Middle Ages, Vol" XXVfI, edited by F" W" Fairholt"

20. For a discussi-on of Clement Paston's successful social

climbing, see Roger Virgoe's Private Life in the Fifteenth

Centurv, 36-40"

2L. See chapters 7-1,O of J" L. Bolton,s The Medieval Enqlish

Economy, l-l-50-1500 for details about the increase in social

rnobility in England at the end of the fourteenth century. In

addition, refer to RoIf Berndt,¡¡The Period of the Fina1

Declj-ne of French in Medieval England (Fourteenth and Early

Fifteenth Centuries) , " Zeitschrift fur Anglistik und

Anerikanistik z0 (I972) | 341-369"

22. The assumptions surrounding authorship and aqency in this
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paper are based on a Foucaldian notion of the author, as

articulated in Michel Foucault's influential essay, toWhat Is
an Author?¡r in The Foucault Reader, edited by paul Rabinov¡

(New York: Pantheon Books, l-984).

23 " There is little consensus among historians about literacy
in medieval England not only because there i-s a dearth of

material- which provides infonnation about the topic, but also

because there is very little agreement about how to interpret

the information that does exist" one of the most fundamental

disagreements revolves around the issue of what would actually

indicate that a person was literate. For example, David

Cressy, in Literacv and the Social Order: Reading and l.lritincf

in Tudor and Stuart Enqland (Canbridge: Canbridge University
Press, l-980), discusses his findings on literacy with the

assumption that a person's abitity to sign his/her name

indicated literacy. Keith Thomas believes that Cressy's

criterion for literacy is too simplistic and voices his

objections in rrThe Meaning of Literacyrrr The l.lritten Word,

edited by Gerd Baumann (oxford: Clarendon Press, l-986). Thomas

argues that there were so many different types of literacy

that it is crucial to identify a level of l-iteracy, as opposed

to simply using the reductive categories of literate and

il-literate. Margaret Spufford also dissents from Cressy's

analysis in 'rFirst steps in literacy: the reading and writing

experiences of the humbl-est seventeenth-century spiritual
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autobiographers,!¡ Social History 4 (L979), 4O7-435. Spufford

argues that people typicalJ-y learned to read before rearning

to write so that, because of the dearth of information about

reading practices, cressy's figures grossly underestimate the
portion of the English population which could read. at any

given tirne prior to the eighteenth century, when education

practices rüere more thoroughly documented"

24" In Gower's England, French was decidedly maintained by the

wealthiest ranks of the feudal aristocrâcy, consistinq of the

king hinself and his chief magnates, the lay lords or barons,

and the great ecclesiastical landlords or prelates, the

archbishops, bishops and the superiors of the nore important

convents" French was also maintained by knights and esguires

who were most closely associated with the upper strata of the

ruling class: narnely, those who were in attendance upon royal

farnily members or other great lords; those who exercised

important police, judicial, and administrative functj-ons as

Crown officialsr; and those who served as stewards of a lord,s
household, or of his estate, or held simil-ar offices. For

further detail-s, see Rolf Berndt, rrThe Period of the Final

Decline of French in Medieval England (Fourteenth and Early

Fifteenth Centuries) , r¡ 358-363.

25" These claims are based upon RoIf Berndt's famous study

entitl-ed I'The Period of the Final Decline of French in
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Medieval England (Fourteenth and Ear1y Fifteenth Centuries) . ¡!

26. All references to and citations from the Confessio Amantis

are from The English hiorks of John Gower, edited by c. C.

Macaulay, The Early English Text Society, vo1s. 81 and A2

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, I90O) "

27. fn the preamble preceding his tale, the Man of Lar,,r

(proudly?) displays his knowledge of poetry" This display
consists primarily of a catalogue of Chaucer,s works. However,

the Man of Law cannoL accurately recall- which tales are

included in The Leqend of Good l^Iomen, for he l-ists some which

do not appear in that collection, while omitting others which

do appear in that text.

28. For discussions of the relationship between burgeoning

mercantilisrn and literacy, see the following: Rol-f Berndt,
rrThe Period of the Fina1 Decline of French in Medieval Engtand

(Fourteenth and Early Fifteenth Centuries) t'; Nicholas Orme,

¡rEducation and societyr¡ in English Schools in the Middle Ages

(London: Methuen & Co Ltd, L973), especially 36-43ì and

Bo1ton, rtFreedom Versus Restriction: Town and Countryside in
the Later Middle Àgestr in The Medievat English Economy, l-1-50-

1500 "

29. This discussj-on of literacy is derived from Nicholas



Orme's discussíon of l-iteracy among merchants, craftsmen,

artisans in the late fourteenth century in ¡¡Education

society¡' in Enqlish Schools in the Middle Ages.

30" Margaret Aston's Lollards and Reformers: Imacfes and

Literacv in Late Medieval Reliqion (London: The Hambledon

Press, L984) is a study of the intersections of Lollardy and

literacy in fourteenth-and fifteenth-century England. The

chapter entitled r¡LoIlardy and Literacy'¡ specif ica1ly
addresses the r¡/ays in which literacy in England increased

through Lol-lard efforts. For further discussions of the

intersections between literacy and Lollardy, see Anne Hudson,s
I'Lollardy: The English Heresy?rr in Lollards and their Books

(London: The Harnbledon Press, 1-985) and rrLollard Educationrr in
Premature Reformation: Wycliffite Texts and Lollard History
(Oxford: Cl-arendon Press, 1988).

3l-. Manuscript il-l-urninations provide clues to medieval reading

practices. In the frontispiece to a fifteenth-century
manuscript of Troilus and Criseyde, for example, Chaucer is
depicted reading aloud to an assembled audj-ence at the court

of Richard II "

32 " As Margaret Aston explains in rrl,ollardy and Literacyrr in

her book Lollards and Reformers: Images and Literacy in Late

Medieval Reliqion, silent reading was not how people in late
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and

and
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fourteenth-century England typicall-y interacted with a text"
she provides an excellent discussion of various forms that
reading groups took in l-ate fourteenth-century England"

33. There are 49 extant manuscripts of the confessio Amantis

in English, vastly more than the ext,ant copies of the Vox

(which survives in 11 manuscripts) and the Mirour (which

survives in a single manuscript) " The Confessio rt/as al-so

translated int,o Portuguese and Spanish for continental- use.

John Fisher provides a list of surviving Gower manuscripts in
the Appendix of John Gower: Moral Philosopher and Fri-end of

Chaucer, 303-307. Fisher also discusses at length (116-1-34)

the differences among the three different versions of the

Confessio.

34" See Jonathan DoIl-imore's introduction to PoIitica1
Shakesneare: New essays in cultural materialism (Ithaca:

Cornell University Press, l-985) for an extremely helpful
discussion of ideology's erasu.re of the inevitable presence of

dissent, contradiction, and struggle in society. Dollimore's

introduction provides helpful background reading for those

unfamil-iar with the methodol-ogical assumptions used in the

section of this thesis entitled rrThe Prologue and Common

Prof it " 
tt

35" The prologue is fulI of biblical- language, symbols, and
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tales" Nebuchadnezzar's dream is the most overt eNample of a

bibl-icar tare" References to the Tov¡er of Babel also appear

(Pro1"1019-l-031), alongi with allusions t.o the farl from grace

(Prol.970-1005) and the state of existence in herr (pror"t-045-
l-046) " The section on the church (prol.t-93-499) is furr of
bibrical references, incruding allusions to st. peterrs boat

(Pro1 "234-239) , Christ,s desire for peace (prol "243-46) , St.

Gregory the Great (ProI"284-290), and Moses (Pro1"306)"

36. For a discussion of intersections between the Confessio

Amantis and penit,ential manuals, see Chapter Two in Joseph

Augustine McNally, The trExemplumt¡ in John Gowerrs rtConfessio

Amant j-srr (Ànn Arbor: University Microf iÌms f nternational ,

],e82) 
"

37 " One could object that this account of Gowerrs prophetic

stance conflates ¡¡three different Gowerstr: Gower the poet,

Gower the persona in the Prologue, and Amans. It is important

to emphasize that these distínctions are

formalist literary analysis, and this thesis

a

is

product of

not working

with formalist methodology" The assumptions surrounding

authorship are based on a Foucauldian notion of the author, as

articulated in his influentiat essay rrWhat is An Author?rr"

Foucault's article is part of a much larger movement in
literary analysis which recognizes that earlier formal-ist

assumptions regarding authorship are fraught with a plethora
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of probrems" one such assumption that this group of literary
critics debunks is that an author has mastery over his/her
characters and his/her texts and hence that the author is
decidedly separabÌe from his/her characters. The author not
only lacks such mastery and therefore speaks through his/her
characters, regardless of his/her own volitj-on, but the

separation between an author and his/her characters becomes a

mute point when the text is read from an ideological point of
view as a cultural document"

38. cor¡/er produced a forty-seven-line poem celebrating the

wool trade, a poem which includes the following lines:
O wool, noble lady,

you are the goddess of merchants,

for the merchants of all lands,

in time of peace, in tirne of war,

come seeking you with a passion

You are born in Eng1and.

(guoted in Fisher, 98)

39 " See rrEconomic fdeasrf in J" L. Bol-tonrs The Medieval

English Economv: 1150-1500 for further details about these

petitions to parliament and for a good discussion of some of
the ways in which nationalism and burgeoning trade intersected
in late fourteenth- century England"
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40. see Rolf Berndt's article, lrThe period of the Fina]
Decrine of French in Medievar England (Fourteenth and Early
Fifteenth centuryr'¡ for a discussion of the ways in which the
rise of the vernacular is bound up with increasing
nationalism"

4r" chaucer apparentry recognized that the Florent tradition
vras related to aristocratic ideology because, unlike Gowerrs

rendition and unlike Sir Gawain and Dame Racrnell_e, Chaucerrs

loathly lady provides an extensive monologue about gentilesse

and whether it is an earned or inherited attribute.

42. This intersecti-on between the discourses of romantic love

and spirituality operates throughout JuIian of Norwichrs

Revelations of Divine Love, where the mysticrs visíons of
Jesus are often conveyed in erotic terms. St" Catherine of
Siena's visions include a sirnilar eroticization of her

encounter with divinity" This eroticism often takes the shape

of a conjugal union, âs refl-ected in perhaps her most

memorable metaphor where she weds Christ, using his foreskin
for a wedding band. Margery Kempers visions also include

wedding Christ and Ìoving him as a wife ought to love a

husband, including kj-ssing his entire body" (See The Book of

Margery Kempe, edited by Sanford Brown Meech and Hope Emily

All-en. The Early English Text Society, vol " 2I2. fOxford:

Oxford University Press, I94O), 90") As Caroline l{alker Bynum
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explains in Holv Feast and Holv Fast: The Reriqious

sicrnificance of Food to Medievar women (Berkeley: The

university of carifornia press , rggT) , 246-zsg, such eroticism
was conrmon in women"s spirj_tuality in the Middle Ages.

43 " There are tlvo tales in the Confessio v¿hich appear to
condone the romance traditionrs mediation of significant
status inconsistency: The Three Ouestions and the TaIe of
Adrian and Bardus. The Three ouestions is working within this
tradition, for the rnaid proves her nobility through her

intel-lectual display, a di-splay which perrnits her to improve

her father's position in the status hierarchy and to win the

hand of a king in marriage. Interestingly, the three questions

which she answers al-r revolve around cost and inherent value.

By answering these guestions, she negotiates the gap between

her own inherent value and rrmarket price.¡¡ She gains outward

nobility as well, for over the course of her intell-ectual
display, she takes on a pleasing appearance so that the king

ultirnately sees grace in her face. while the tale mediates

significant status inconsistency, the larger context and

various moments in the tale severely undercut the propriety of

such social ctimbing. Regarding the context, the rnaidrs

nobility is condemned by virtue of being an exemplum regarding

pride. Pl-us, it follows Nebuchadnezzarrs ta1e, a tale about

forgetting one's place and being punished for it" The tale
itsel-f condemns the inaid,s mobility in that a diatribe about
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Satan's pride inmediately precedes her request for her

father's knighthood and because the maidenrs name is
Peronelle, a name for a peacock.

The Tale of Adrian and Bardus (V"4937-SL6Z) may appear to
be a tale about social mobility, but the economy of service
and rer¿ard set up in the tale makes it clear that this tale
operates in a set of feudal relations. The narrative warns

those in positions of po!ùer to properly futfill the feudal

contract through rewards and generous gift-givingr. Be qenerous

with gifts, the tal-e cautionsr so that underlings do not

become disgruntled and undermine those who rule, a threat made

against the background of the recent Peasants' Revolt"

44" Another example of the Confessio's insistence on this
caste system is found in the section on gentilesse. In Book

Four (Sloth), Amans asks Genius to explain the term
ttgentilesse.rr Many men set merit upon the descent of riches

through lineage, Genius responds, but there is no merit in
riches and atl- men come from the same lineage because al-I are

descendants of Adam and Eve" Furthermore, both rich and poor

alike are subject to death" This part of Genius, response

gives the ill-usion of being truly democratic and in facÈ was

used in Gower's time as an argurnent against the status

hierarchy. John BaIt, for example, used this very argument

during his participation in the English Rising of l-381-

(McKeon, 1-47 and Bolton, 21-6) " The rest of Genius' response,
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however, makes it cl-ear that this ilrusion of democracy is
only an ill-usion" The ensuing discussion provides hierarchies
ad infinitum: hierarchies of knowredge; hierarchies of
occupations; the order of the pJ-anets." discussions of alchemy

and its foundational notion of a chain of being; and so forth.
At one point, Genius explains that true gentiresse grows out

of the soul and depends upon knowing virtue from vice" This

formul-ation sounds not unlike romance's formul-ation of the
rrcor gentilr" where a character (even though not born noble)

can prove that s/he has true nobility, which reflects oners

behavior, sornething which is not necessarily coincident with
birth" Gower, ho\,,rever, again disappoints any expectation that
he may be suggesting that someone could actually have nobility
despite birthplace, for following Genius, reference to true
gentilesse being dependent on knowing virtue from vice, Genius

adds the fol-lowing detail:

Bot who that wole in his degre

Travail-e so as it belongeth,

It happeth ofte that he fongeth

Worschipe and ese bothe tuo.

(rv "2292-22s5)
This quotation foregrounds that Gower is offering an argument

about remaining within one's socio-economic position and about

working hard within that, position: this is a version of the

caste system, where one gains virtue by excelling at the

occupation for which one has a naturar aptitude--an occupation
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which neatry corresponds to those avail-abre to members of
their respective castes.

45" A tale invorving a sex chang:e is one of the rare instances

where the confessio is willing to reward faithful service to
love during a character's lifetime" rn the Tale of rphÍs, King

Ligdus telIs his wife that if her chil-d which is about to be

delivered is a daughter, it must be ki11ed" A daughter is
born, and fsis, the goddess of chitdbirth, bids the eueen to
raise her child as a boy" when the child is ten years o1d, he

is betrothed to rante" cupid pities them for the love they

share and changes rphis into a man (rv"45l--505). This tale
rewards faithfur love, but the reward system here operates in
a different economy than the material economics of medieval

romance. rphis is not rewarded with wealth and a higher rank,

but with a sex change, thereby shifting the reward/merit

system into an arena removed from material conditions"
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